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ABSTRACT 
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Under the Supervision of Professor Matthew Petering 
 
 
In this thesis, we develop a discrete event simulation model of a generic bus transit 
system in which transfers of passengers between bus routes are considered at all bus stops 
in the network. The model considers several real-world aspects including stochastic 
passenger demand and stochastic bus travel times. Transfers of individual passengers 
between bus routes are explicitly modeled. The model shows how different values for the 
decision variables – the route assigned to each bus and the timetable for each bus – affect 
the time an average passenger spends in the system and other performance measures. In 
the experiments, we use simulation optimization to identify “near-optimal” bus routes, bus 
start times, and bus scheduled travel times that minimize average passenger time in the 
system. Results from the experiments show that well synchronized bus schedules – that 
allow passengers to transfer between different bus routes with little or no waiting time – 
can improve the overall performance of the system. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION 
Public transportation is a crucial service sector in the United States. Public 
transportation is a $57 billion industry that employs more than 400,000 people. In 2013, 
Americans took 10.7 billion trips on public transportation (American Public Transport 
Association, 2014). Therefore, public transportation (commonly known as mass transit or 
mass transportation) is a key component of the nation’s economy and quality of life. It 
helps to bring a better quality of life by reducing traffic congestion, reducing pollution, and 
offering citizens a way to travel within an urban area. Public transportation provides people 
with mobility, freedom, and accessibility to job opportunities, education, health care, and 
community resources.  
Public transport modes include buses, trolleys, light rail, street cars, cable cars, 
monorails, trams, trains, ferries, water taxis and subways (i.e. rapid transit, the metro, the 
underground). Airlines, coach buses, and intercity rail are more common for transportation 
between cities. In addition, high-tech transit modes such as high-speed rail networks are 
being developed in many parts of the world. 
Table 1 shows public transport ridership in the US during the years 2012 and 2013 
(American Public Transportation Association, 2014). The statistics reveal that in both 
years, buses have the highest number of riders (5.36 billion in both 2012 and 2013). A 
closer look at the numbers reveals that buses are mostly used in metropolitan areas having 
a population of 2,000,000 or more. It is no surprise that cities with larger populations have 
more bus riders. The total bus ridership in 2013 is slightly less than 2012, but the total 
public transit ridership in the United States in 2013 is higher than in 2012. This shows that 
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people might gradually be changing to other transportation modes over the years. However, 
buses are still the biggest and most popular public transportation mode. Therefore they play 
a significant role in public transportation. 
Table 1. Passenger trips using public transport (in thousands) in years 2012 and 2013                                    
(American Public Transportation Association). 
Mode 2012 2013 
Heavy Rail 3,702,571 3,806,017 
Light Rail 510,023 517,969 
Commuter Rail 466,434 476,235 
Trolleybus 93,968 92,697 
Bus Population Group   
2,000,000+ 3,693,362 3,689,377 
500,000 to  1,999,999 1,027,205 1,016,253 
100,000 to 499,999 459,467 462,210 
Below 100,000 183,016 190,029 
Bus Total 5,363,051 5,357,870 
Demand Response 211,210 212,294 
Other* 189,932 189,310 
United States Total 10,537,188 10,652,391 
Canada 2,292,184 2,290,574 
* Includes aerial tramway, automated guideway, cable car, ferryboat, inclined plane, monorail, and vanpool 
Table 2 shows a list of the 40 largest bus transit systems in the United States and 
Canada in years 2008 and 2009 (Metro Magazine, 2009). Four types of buses are presented 
as indicators to rank the size of the bus fleets. These buses are buses of length 35 feet and 
under, buses 35 feet and longer, articulated buses, and trolleys. Buses 35 feet and longer 
are the most popular choice for transit agencies. The second, third, and fourth most popular 
types of buses are buses of length 35 feet and under, articulated buses, and trolleys. New 
York City Transit holds the top place with 4,611 buses in 2009, a slight increase from 2008. 
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) takes second 
place in 2009 and third place in 2008. The remaining positions in the top five are Pace 
Suburban Bus in Chicago (2,647 buses), New Jersey Transit (2,347 buses) and the Chicago  
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Table 2. 40 Largest public bus fleets in the U.S., Canada, and Puerto Rico. 
2009 
Rank 
2008 
Rank 
Agency City 
35 ft. & 
under 
Over 
35 ft. 
Articulating Trolley 
2009 
Total 
2008 
+/- 
1 1 MTA New York City Transit New York City 0 3983 628 0 4611 63 
2 3 Metro Los Angeles 62 2250 390 0 2702 67 
3 2 Pace Suburban Bus Chicago 2213 427 0 7 2647 - 
4 4 New Jersey Transit Corp. Newark, N.J. 116 2146 85 0 2347 - 
5 5 Chicago Transit Authority Chicago 45 1998 178 0 2221 104 
6 6 Toronto Transit Commission Toronto 329 1737 0 0 2066 413 
7 7 Montreal Urban Transit Montreal 0 1671 0 0 1671 76 
8 8 Washington Metropolitan Area 
Transit Authority 
Washington, 
D.C. 
65 1373 76 0 1514 13 
9 10 Southeastern Pennsylvania 
Transportation Authority 
Philadelphia 110 1170 155 38 1473 104 
10 9 King County DOT/Metro 
Transit 
Seattle 137 653 669 0 1459 30 
11 12 Coast Mountain Bus Company Vancouver 134 841 173 236 1384 42 
12 11 MTA Bus Company, New 
York City 
New York City 0 1322 0 0 1322 -39 
13 14 Valley Metro Phoenix 503 712 50 16 1281 124 
14 13 Metropolitan Transit Authority 
of Harris County 
Houston 62 1059 130 0 1251 32 
15 15 OC Transport Ottawa, 
Ontario 
92 743 277 0 1112 13 
16 20 Orange County Transportation 
Authority 
Orange, Calif. 398 627 50 0 1075 155 
17 17 Massachusetts Bay 
Transportation Authority 
Boston 0 977 76 0 1053 30 
18 18 Maryland Transit 
Administration 
Baltimore 313 677 58 0 1048 71 
19 16 Regional Transportation 
District 
Denver 159 757 119 0 1035 -27 
20 22 Calgary Transit Calgary 102 805 41 0 948 46 
21 25 Port Authority of Allegheny 
County 
Pittsburgh 108 783 50 0 941 80 
22 24 Tri-County Metropolitan 
Transportation District 
Portland, Ore. 307 601 0 0 908 21 
23 23 Metro Transit Minneapolis 0 727 155 0 882 -16 
24 21 Edmonton Transit System Edmonton 40 820 13 0 873 -33 
25 19 Miami-Dade Transit Authority Miami 75 774 0 14 863 -61 
26 31 Regional Transportation 
Commission of Southern 
Nevada 
Las Vegas 284 382 81 0 747 62 
27 27 San Francisco Municipal 
Railway 
San Francisco 30 551 153 0 734 -102 
28 30 MTS Bus Operations San Diego 172 468 39 0 679 -20 
29 28 Dallas Area Rapid Transit Dallas 5 657 0 0 662 -78 
30 33 AC Transit Oakland, Calif. 103 423 112 0 638 6 
31 26 BC Transit Victoria, B.C. 149 488 0 0 637 -200 
32 32 Utah Transit Authority Salt Lake City 270 361 0 0 631 -10 
33 34 Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid 
Transit Authority 
Atlanta 22 578 0 0 600 -1 
34 35 Suburban Mobility Authority 
for Regional Transportation 
Detroit 466 123 0 1 590 - 
35 29 Greater Cleveland Regional 
Transit Authority 
Cleveland 39 487 20 11 557 -157 
36 38 Winnipeg Transit System Winnipeg 35 500 0 0 535 0 
37 36 Department of Transportation 
Services 
Honolulu 37 403 91 0 531 -33 
38 42 Delaware Transit Corp. Wilmington 329 151 0 5 485 51 
39 39 Detroit Department of 
Transportation 
Detroit 0 480 0 0 480 -32 
40 40 Milwaukee County 
Transit System 
Milwaukee 18 448 0 0 466 -18 
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Transit Authority (2,221). It should come as no surprise that the five largest public bus 
fleets in North America exist in its three largest metropolitan areas: New York City, Los 
Angeles, and Chicago. 
Managing bus infrastructure, equipment, and operations is a very complex task 
involving many interrelated decisions. The framework of the public transportation 
planning process including inputs and outputs of each phase of the process is illustrated in 
Figure 1 (Ceder, 2003). The public transportation operational planning process is typically 
divided into four basic phases that are usually performed in sequence: (1) network route 
design, (2) setting frequencies and timetables, (3) scheduling vehicles to trips, and (4) 
assignment of drivers (crew). This planning process is extremely complex. Therefore, 
separate action for each phase is required; the output or decision of one phase is the input 
to the next phase.  
Network route design involves determining the set of bus stops, terminals, and 
interchanges in the network and the origin, destination, intermediate stops, and path for 
each bus route in the network. Primary inputs to determining the interchanges and terminals 
includes land use characteristics, public transportation authority constraints, and passenger 
demand by time of day and day of week. The design of the network determines all the fixed 
routes and stops of the transit system. 
Frequencies setting and timetabling deal with determining sufficient frequencies 
for each line of the network and each time period, and creating a list of scheduled bus 
departure and/or arrival times (usually rounded to the nearest minute) at some or all bus 
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stops for all bus routes in the network. The outputs from the first planning phase, fixed 
routes and stops, are important inputs to this planning phase. 
Network transit planners also consider other inputs including required service 
standards and the total number of vehicles available when planning the frequencies and 
timetables for bus services. In addition, passenger demand is still considered as an input 
for this phase. Public timetables are derived from this phase of the public transportation 
planning process. 
The transit system timetable (i.e. schedule) should make the most efficient use of 
the resources available and allow users to make efficient decisions about how to use the 
system. Bus scheduling is important and all stakeholders in the bus transit system get 
benefits from it. There are three primary players who get benefits from bus scheduling: 
passengers, bus drivers, and the bus company. First and foremost, having a schedule allows 
passengers to know what time the bus departs so they do not have to waste time by showing 
up too far before the departure of a bus. That is, a bus schedule allows passengers to 
minimize their wait time by knowing when a bus should be at the stop. A bus schedule also 
allows riders to efficiently transfer from one bus to another. Bus schedules can also prevent 
buses from bunching up, which helps passengers reduce their waiting time and also helps 
prevent them from missing a bus. For this reason, even if passengers do not know the bus 
schedule, scheduling can still be beneficial to them. Second, a bus schedule facilitates the 
efficient use of drivers because it tells them when to adjust driving speed to follow the 
schedule. It allows the driver to know where they need to meet their bus and change drivers. 
Third, having a bus schedule allows the bus company to follow work regulations regarding 
the time a driver is allowed to drive before taking a break.  
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Vehicle scheduling is the third main phase in the public transportation planning 
process. Vehicle scheduling involves assigning individual vehicles to the routes while 
ensuring that vehicles are regularly maintained and vehicles start and end each day at 
particular depots or garages. Timetables are essential inputs for making a practical vehicle 
schedule. Furthermore, other inputs for vehicle scheduling are deadheading issues, 
interlining, and travel times. Obviously, vehicles cannot be in service when they are 
cleaned, refueled, painted, and otherwise maintained. Deadheading is defined as the 
movement of a transit vehicle without passengers aboard in order to reposition the vehicle 
and/or transport bus drivers between various points in the transit network. Deadheading is 
particularly relevant to the beginning and end of the day and the beginning and end of the 
morning and evening peak periods. Interlining is when two or more bus companies share 
their vehicles to work together in order to minimize vehicle requirements and enhance 
transportation options for passengers. Travel times between bus depots and the starting and 
ending points of bus routes are also inputs for this planning phase. The decisions regarding 
vehicle scheduling become inputs for crew scheduling decisions.  
Crew scheduling and rostering consists of assigning bus drivers to bus journeys and 
creating structured work shifts for bus drivers. Crew scheduling’s inputs are lists of 
drivers, crew rotation constraints, work rules, and relief points. Examples of work rules 
are the minimum and maximum durations of time that a crew member is required to work 
and the level of crew skills needed for each work shift. Crew rotation constraints help to 
ensure that every employed bus driver works his/her fair share in comparison to other 
drivers. Relief points are points in time when one driver relieves another driver of duty 
and the new driver takes control of the bus.  
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Figure 1. Framework of the public transportation operational planning process (Ceder, 2003). 
This thesis focuses on the second component of the public transportation planning 
process which consists of two important aspects: setting frequencies and timetabling. The 
study involves determining sufficient frequencies for the buses for each line in a transit 
network and creating a list of scheduled bus departure and/or arrival times at all bus stops 
for all bus routes in the network. Within this planning phase, we particularly focus on 
optimizing the synchronization of multiple bus routes at multiple transfer points of the bus 
transit network.  
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In general, synchronization is the coordination of events to operate a system. 
Synchronization in bus transit systems means the coordination of two or more buses from 
different routes that are present at the same place at the same time or nearly the same time. 
When buses from different routes have good coordination, passenger transfers between 
these routes become possible and/or desirable. Interestingly, the importance of 
synchronization was first highlighted in the 19th century in the context of railway systems. 
Indeed, train transportation was the first major means of transportation to be fast and 
reliable enough to allow synchronization of transportation services to be considered 
(Wikipedia 2014). 
Figure 2 illustrates exactly what is meant by synchronization. This figure shows a 
simple bus transit system with three bus stops, two bus routes, and one passenger transfer 
point. Each bus route serves two bus stops. The horizontal route (route 1) serves bus stops 
1 and 2 and the vertical route (route 2) serves bus stops 1 and 3. The transfer stop is bus 
stop 1. Route 1 begins at stop 1 and makes a loop that serves stops 1 and 2 before returning 
back to stop 1. Similarly, Route 2 begins at stop 1 and makes a loop that serves stops 1 
and 3 before returning back to stop 1. We consider only one bus on each route. 
We now present two possible cases for this system and examples of poor and good 
bus coordination for each case. In case 1, passenger demand is evenly divided among those 
passengers wishing to travel from stop 2 to stop 3 and vice versa. In case 2, significantly 
more passengers wish to travel from stop 2 to stop 3 compared to those wishing to travel 
in the opposite direction. We assume that (1) the scheduled bus travel time for every bus 
between every pair of stops is 8 minutes; (2) that the actual bus travel time between every 
pair of stops is 7.5 minutes; (3) that buses that arrive early at a stop wait at that stop until 
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their scheduled departure time; and (4) that passengers board (i.e. get on) and alight from 
(i.e. get off) buses quickly.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Figure 2. Illustration of a small bus system with one transfer point (at bus stop 1) between two 
routes. 
 
  Consider two possible bus schedules in case 1. In schedule 1, the bus on route 1 
has departure times of 0, 8, 16, 24, and 32 (minutes) from stops 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 respectively 
and the bus on route 2 has departure times of 4, 12, 20, 28, and 36 (minutes) from stop 1, 
3, 1, 3, 1 respectively. In schedule 2, the bus on route 1 (2) has departure times of 0, 8, 16, 
24, and 32 (minutes) from stops 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 (1, 3, 1, 3, 1) respectively. Comparing 
schedules 1 and 2, there is better bus synchronization in schedule 2 because the buses from 
both routes will be at bus stop 1 at the same time every 16 minutes at times 0, 16, 32, etc. 
At these times, it is possible for passengers from both buses to transfer to the other bus 
while both buses are briefly waiting at this stop.  
 
  
Route 1 Terminal 
Route 2 Terminal 
North  
West  East 
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Now consider two possible bus schedules in case 2. In schedule 3, the bus on route 
1 has departure times of 0, 8, 16, 24, and 32 (minutes) from stops 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 respectively 
and the bus on route 2 has departure times of 7, 15, 23, 31, and 39 (minutes) from stop 1, 
3, 1, 3, 1 respectively. In schedule 4, the bus on route 1 still has departure times of 0, 8, 16, 
24, and 32 (minutes) from stops 1, 2, 1, 2, 1 respectively, but the bus on route 2 has 
departure times of 1, 9, 17, 25, and 33 (minutes) from stop 1, 3, 1, 3, 1 respectively. 
Comparing schedule 3 and schedule 4, schedule 4 has better coordination of buses and 
passengers from the two routes. Indeed, in schedule 4, passengers wishing to travel from 
stop 2 to stop 3 only have a one minute layover when transferring between bus routes at 
bus stop 1. However, in schedule 3, these passengers have a seven minute layover when 
transferring between bus routes at bus stop 1. Overall, we see that schedule 2 is better 
synchronized than schedule 1 for case 1, and schedule 4 is better coordinated than schedule 
3 for case 2. 
This thesis deals with the synchronization issues discussed above but in the context 
of a larger and more complicated transit system that has more bus stops, more bus routes, 
more buses, and more randomness concerning bus travel times and passenger demand. In 
order to explore these issues, we develop and experiment with a discrete event simulation 
model of a bus transit system. The model considers stochastic passenger demand, 
stochastic bus travel times, and explicitly models passenger transfers between bus routes. 
 This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the academic literature 
related to this research. Chapter 3 describes the bus simulation model developed in this 
research. Chapter 4 discusses the experimental setup, presents the results, and discusses 
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their significance. Conclusions and opportunities for future work are discussed in Chapter 
5. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
We now discuss the academic literature review on different areas related to this 
research including (1) transit network planning, (2) passenger transfer optimization and 
synchronization, (3) bus transit software, (4) stochastic aspects of bus transit systems, and 
(5) simulation modeling of bus transit system operations. 
2.1. Transit network planning 
The public transportation operational planning process is typically divided in five 
basic phases that are usually performed in sequence as mentioned in Ceder and Wilson 
(1986) and Guihaire and Hao (2008). 
1. The design of routes 
2. The setting of frequencies 
3. The timetabling 
4. The vehicle scheduling 
5. The crew scheduling and rostering  
As mentioned in Chapter 1, route design deals with determining the origin, 
destination, intermediate stops, and path for each bus route in the network. An example of 
this type of research is a hybrid coverage model presented by Murray (2003) for strategic 
planning to expand service access and increase accessibility of bus stops. The research 
studies the relocation of bus stops to maximal coverage locations in an existing network in 
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order to minimize the number of bus stops and optimize the location of bus stops to create 
or extend the network.  
Frequencies setting deals with determining sufficient frequencies for each line of 
the network and each time period. Gao et al. (2004) propose a bi–level programming 
technique and create models to deal with the transit network frequencies setting problem. 
A heuristic solution based on sensitivity analysis is constructed to solve a model to 
optimize frequency settings.  
The timetabling problem consists of creating a list of scheduled bus departure 
and/or arrival times (usually rounded to the nearest minute) at some or all bus stops for all 
bus routes in the network. De Palma and Lindsey (2001) study the transit network 
timetabling problem on a single transit link. They develop an analytical model to assign 
individual buses to line runs to solve a demand allocation problem. They also use an 
optimization process to set departure times in such a way to minimize riders’ total schedule 
delay costs. 
Vehicle scheduling involves assigning individual vehicles to the routes while 
ensuring that vehicles are regularly maintained and vehicles start and end each day at 
particular depots or garages. Route cycle times, the number of available vehicles, driver 
layover time, layover locations, recovery time, and any difference in weekday and weekend 
services should be considered when solving this problem (Wren and Rousseau, 1995). 
Crew scheduling and rostering involves assigning bus drivers to bus journeys and 
creating structured work shifts for bus drivers. Work rules and overtime costs must be 
considered when solving this problem. A good crew schedule is one that requires minimal 
changes to the vehicle schedule. Torrance et al. (2009) research some widely-used bus crew 
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scheduling software programs by reviewing the literature and conducting personal 
interviews with algorithm and software developers. Then they develop a benchmark code 
for small systems that may be expanded in the future.   
2.2. Passenger transfer optimization and synchronization  
 This thesis focuses on passenger transfers between bus routes. Passenger transfer 
optimization and synchronization attempts to maximize overall satisfaction for passengers 
who must transfer between lines in a transit network. Possibilities of passenger transfer 
optimization and synchronization can be enhanced from good planning during the public 
transportation planning process discussed above. Generally, transit network frequencies, 
timetabling, and vehicle scheduling play an important role in facilitating passenger 
transfers between buses. Numerous researchers have studied transit network transfer 
optimization and synchronization using many different approaches  
Chowdhury and Chien (2001) consider transfer coordination for intermodal transit 
networks by optimizing both headways and slack times using a numerical search algorithm 
(Powell’s Algorithm). Slack time is the additional time added into the schedule for a given 
trip in order to compensate for potential bus delays, and so increase the probability of 
schedule adherence. However, the research has noted that synchronization of vehicle 
arrivals may not be cost effective due to stochastic headway variation. A mathematical 
programming model is established, and headways and slack times are first optimized 
without taking coordination into account times in the context of intermodal transit. Then, 
they include slack time into the schedule to increase the probability of transfer connection.  
Bookbinder and Désilets (1992) propose a hybrid transfer optimization method 
which combines the flexibility of simulation methods with the power of mathematical 
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optimization, to set line departure times in a given transit network with fixed headways. 
They consider transfer optimization to minimize the overall inconvenience to passengers 
in a transit network. Taking into account stochastic travel times of buses, the transfer 
optimization employs a simulation procedure in combination with an optimization model, 
which is a relaxation of the Quadratic Assignment Problem. This study improves upon 
existing models in two ways: it takes randomness of bus travel times into account and it 
can optimize transfers according to various objective functions and under various holding 
policies. However, the simulation model developed in their research is not well described 
and remains a mystery. 
Yu et al. (2005) develop an optimization model for bus transit network planning in 
Dalian, China. The objective of the research is to minimize transfers and maximize 
passenger flow per unit length. A coarse-grain parallel ant colony algorithm (CPACA) is 
used to solve the problem. A heuristic pheromone distribution rule is also used to 
effectively find the global near-optimal solutions. The results indicate that an optimized 
bus network with less transfers and travel time can be achieved. Furthermore, the 
application of CPACA effectively increases the calculation speed and quality. Ant colony 
algorithm is also used by Poorzahedy and Abulghasemi (2005) and Yang et al., (2007) 
Wong and Leung (2004) present a timetabling method to maximize synchronization 
between railway lines and allow smooth transfers with minimum passenger waiting time. 
Knoppers and Muller (1995) analyze optimized transfer opportunities in public 
transport in order to minimize passenger transfer time. The research investigates the 
possibilities and limitations of coordinated transfers in public transit. The study shows that 
when the frequency on the connecting line is higher, optimizing transfers becomes harder 
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and the potential yield becomes smaller. The synchronization control mechanism defined 
in this study allows the vehicle making the second leg of a journey to delay its departure 
when transferring passengers are expected to arrive shortly, so it occasionally increases the 
available transfer time. Ting and Schonfeld (2005) achieve a similar result using a heuristic 
algorithm to optimize the headways and slack times jointly for timed transfers to minimize 
the total costs of operating a multiple-hub transit network.  
Heuristic approaches have been used by numerous researchers to optimize and 
synchronize passenger transfers. Some studies that propose heuristic approaches are the 
following. Klemt and Stemme (1988) propose an integer programming model and  heuristic 
solution method to optimize passenger transfers. Fleurent et al. (2004) use the idea of 
weighting transfers to generate synchronized transit timetables. For each transfer, a weight 
factor as well as minimum, maximum, and ideal waiting times are considered. Castelli et 
al. (2004) focus their attention on minimizing transfer waiting times. They present a 
Lagrangian-based heuristic procedure for scheduling transportation services.  
Ceder et al. (2001) propose bus timetables with maximal synchronization, so that 
passengers are able to travel from one route to another with minimum waiting time at the 
transfer nodes. Mixed integer linear programming techniques are found to not be practical 
in solving larger problems, so a heuristic algorithm is implemented. This heuristic 
algorithm is developed and implemented using Turbo–Pascal to obtain good solutions in 
polynomial time. 
Eranki (2004) extends the work by Ceder et al. (2001) and develops a model in 
order to create bus timetables that have the maximum number of simultaneous arrivals at 
transfer points. The problem is modeled as a mixed integer linear programming problem 
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and a heuristic is developed to obtain near–optimal solutions in a reasonable amount of 
computation time. 
Rapp and Gehner (1976) present a heuristic solution method for optimizing transfer 
delays. The paper defines four coordinated processes for operational transit planning. The 
operational tool to optimize transfer delays automatically modifies terminal departure 
times in an iterative fashion. Results show that the optimized timetable efficiently reduces 
the total transfer delay with no increase in operating costs compared to the existing hand–
generated timetable.  
Haghani and Banihashemi (2002) propose two heuristic solution to solve vehicle 
scheduling problems of a large-scale bus transit system at the mass transit administration 
(MTA) in Baltimore. The also present new models for multiple depot vehicle scheduling 
problem and multiple depot vehicle scheduling problem with route time constraints.  
Using genetic algorithms (GAs), a search and optimization method based on natural 
genetics and selection, is a well-known approach that many researchers have considered. 
Deb and Chakroborty (1998) formulated an optimization problem related to the scheduling 
of a bus transit system. The objective of their research is to minimize the overall waiting 
time of non–transferring and transferring passengers while satisfying a number of resource 
and service-related constraints. The paper reveals that genetic algorithms are ideal for these 
problems. 
Ngamchai and Lovell (2003) propose a new model and genetic algorithm to 
optimize passenger transfers when considering bus transit route design. The bus routes are 
designed in two phases. The route improvement algorithm uses genetic operators, whereas 
another heuristic method is used to coordinate headways to improve the efficiency of the 
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network. In the research, transfer times between routes and overall costs are decreased 
using the route improvement algorithm. Also, headway coordination techniques at transfer 
points are used to decide the service frequency.  
Cevallos and Zhao (2006) present a network-wide approach based on a genetic 
algorithms for the optimization of bus transit system transfer times. They present an 
algorithm that attempts to find the best feasible solution for the transfer time optimization 
problem by shifting existing timetables. Existing scheduled timetables and ridership data 
at all transfer locations are used. The results show that the algorithm produces significant 
transfer time savings. 
In addition, genetic algorithms has been used by many researchers to tackle transit 
network design problems. For example, see Pattnaik et al. (1998) urban bus transit route 
network design problem; Chien et al., (2001) transit route planning and design; Bielli et 
al., (2002) bus network optimazation; Chakroborty and Wivedi (2002) route network 
design problem; Tom and Mohan (2003) route network design problem using genetic 
algorithm to select the solution route from generated candidate routes; Kuan et al. (2006) 
feeder bus network design problem using genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization; 
Agrawal and Mathew (2004) transit route network design using parallel genetic algorithm; 
Fan and Machemehl (2006) transit route network design problem with variable transit 
deman; and  Zhao and Zeng (2006) simulated annealing – genetic algorithm for transit 
network optimization. 
2.3. Bus transit software 
Guihaire and Hao (2008) survey a number of software applications that have been 
utilized to develop and evaluate various solutions to the problems of transit network design 
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and scheduling. They find that there are several commercial products focusing on 
operational planning steps such as Microbus from the company IVU, Heures from the 
company Lumiplan, and Austrics from the company Trapeze. Data for these software 
applications have to be derived manually from the first steps of the transit planning process.  
Another software product related to transit network design and scheduling problems, which 
it is not named in the paper, copes with the school bus routing problem.  
Guihaire and Hao (2008) also mention two additional software programs that are 
based on the simulation of the entire transportation system considering individual 
passenger behavior. The first one is MADITUC from Ecole Polytechnique de Montréal, 
which simulates urban transit networks and uses origin–destination matrices. Another one 
is the transportation planning software VISUM, which is able to analyze a transportation 
system through simulation. Some optimization algorithms that can help with designing and 
scheduling the system are also included in this software (Friedrich et al., 1999).  However, 
Guihaire and Hao (2008) comment that most software programs have two limitations: 
passenger transfers between routes are not modeled and all trips occur almost 
simultaneously. This motivates the current study. 
2.4. Stochastic aspects of bus transit systems  
The above studies consider passenger demand as a constant deterministic 
parameter. They do not take into account the stochastic nature and variability of demand 
during a day. However, as Guihaire and Hao (2008) point out, stochasticity in passenger 
arrival times and in bus travel times is more realistic than deterministic assumptions. For 
this reason, many studies examine the optimization of passenger transfers between buses 
assuming stochastic bus journey times and passenger arrival times.  
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 Yan et al. (2006) study the problem of routing and timetable setting for intercity 
buses in Taiwan under stochastic demands. They establish a stochastic demand scheduling 
that model that considers not only the fleet and related vehicle supply, but also stochastic 
passenger fluctuations in actual operations. Stochastic disturbances in the planning and 
real–time stages are handled separately.  
Yan and Tang (2008) develop an integrated framework to plan intercity bus routes 
and schedules in Taiwan assuming stochastic bus travel times. The integrated framework 
is embedded in an iterative solution process that combines stochastic disturbances and real–
time stages together by repeatedly solving a series of planned bus scheduling and real–time 
schedule adjustment problems to find suitable bus routes and schedules. 
Hall et al. (2001) propose various methods and ‘holding time models’ for 
optimizing and controlling schedules to minimize the time passenger spend transferring 
between buses. The schedules are controlled by a ‘holding time’, which releases a bus later 
than its scheduled departure time in anticipation of late arrivals of connecting buses. Under 
stochastic conditions, the research defines how long a bus should be held at a transfer stop 
in anticipation of the arrival of passengers from connecting bus lines.  
 Setting timetables to adequately cover passenger demand is an objective that has 
not been well studied in the literature. Mohaymany and Amiripour (2009) develop a model 
in order to maximize the temporal coverage of a bus network. They also create bus 
timetables for handling stochastic demand. They present the first timetable–setting model 
under stochastic demand for urban bus networks. In this model, both demand variation 
during the day and stochastic demands are considered. The model is tested on an imaginary 
case using a distribution function instead of a deterministic value for demand. A fleet size 
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constraint is considered in the model making it more applicable to real-world urban transit 
systems.  
2.5. Simulation modeling of bus transit system operations 
Surprisingly, there are not many studies that use discrete event simulation 
techniques to simulate a bus transit system. Dessouky et al. (1999) describes technologies 
that enable real-time control of timed transfer of a bus transit system. Their paper evaluates 
the benefits of tracking bus locations and executing dynamic schedule control through the 
simulation of a generic timed transfer terminal under a range of conditions. However, the 
simulation analysis shows that the benefit of bus tracking is most significant when one of 
the buses experiences a major delay, especially when there is a small number of connection 
buses. 
Abdelghany and Mahmassani (2001) propose a dynamic trip assignment which is 
a simulation model for urban intermodal transportation networks. Different travel models, 
such as private cars, buses, the subway, and high–occupancy vehicles are considered in the 
model. The model captures the interaction between mode choice and traffic assignment 
under different information provision strategies. It implements a multi–objective 
assignment procedure in which travelers choose their modes and routes based on a range 
of evaluation criteria. The model overcomes many limitations of previous model and 
consider new types of performance measures and new policy questions that planning 
agencies are increasingly being asked to address. 
Liu and Wirasinghe (2001) describe a simulation model that can be used to design 
the schedule for a fixed route transit system that implements a holding control strategy. 
The model is able to determine the holding locations, holding time points, and the amount 
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of slack time allocated to each time point so that the total cost associated with the schedule 
is minimized. The optimization process includes a heuristic search, enumeration, and 
population selection techniques. 
Toledo et al. (2010) propose a transit simulation model designed to support 
evaluation of operations, planning, and control. Applications of the model include 
frequency determination, evaluation of real–time control strategies for schedule 
maintenance, and assessing the effects of vehicle scheduling on the level of service. The 
simulation model is built on a mesoscopic traffic simulation model platform, which allows 
modeling of the dynamic operations of a large–scale transit system taking into account the 
stochasticity due to interactions with road traffic.  
In addition, a few more researches have considered simulation modeling for 
increasing a quality of bus transit system operations. For example, Adamski and Turnau 
(1998) present a simulation model for real-time dispatching control in public transport to 
minimize the total costs for both passengers and operators.  
Fu et al. (2003) propose a real-time optimization model for dynamic scheduling of 
transit operations. A simulation model called “SimeTransit” is developed specifically for 
modeling bus operations under many conditions of operating and dispatch controls. The 
simulation model is utilized to investigate the impacts of changes in various operating 
conditions including demand, travel time, and headway on the effectiveness of the control 
strategy. 
Yalçinkaya and Mirac Bayhan (2009) minimize average passenger travel time with 
for a metro line. They present a modelling and solution approach based on discrete-event 
simulation, which the model is developed using simulation software “Arena 2.2”. 
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In order to carry out a realistic analysis of a bus transit system, one must have a 
model that captures the dynamics of bus travel, passenger travel, and passenger transfers 
at bus stops considering realistic, stochastic bus travel times and stochastic passenger 
arrivals into the system. Furthermore, one must be able to use the model to explore the 
complex interactions of buses and passengers’ travelling, passenger transfers between bus 
route, and overall performance of the system as measured by several different indicators. 
These considerations led us to use discrete event simulation as our modeling methodology. 
In this study, we develop a discrete event simulation of a bus transfer operation and use it 
to evaluate bus routes, bus start dispatch times, and bus scheduled travel times, which 
create the most optimal synchronization of bus transfers. Among other features, this model 
includes gaps between a bus’s arrival and departure at the same bus stop, so passengers 
have enough time to transfer from one bus route to another route. 
Overall, a review of the literature has yielded several dozen outstanding articles 
that consider (1) transit network planning, (2) passenger transfer optimization and 
synchronization, (3) bus transit software, (4) stochastic aspects of bus transit systems, and 
(5) simulation modeling of bus transit system operations. However, to our knowledge, the 
thesis is the first study to use a discrete event simulation techniques to simulate a bus transit 
system in which passenger demand is stochastic, bus travel times are stochastic, and 
passenger transfers between bus routes are explicitly modeled. In addition, this study 
appears to be unique in that bus synchronization is not only considered at one or a few 
transfer points, but at all transfer points in the network.  
Moreover, in this study passengers often have two options for traveling from their 
origin to their destination, so they often can take whichever bus arrives first at the bus stop 
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where they are waiting. While many studies consider deterministic bus travel time, 
passenger arrivals, passenger demand, our simulation consider stochastic and probabilistic 
occurrences which is more realistic. It also incorporates travel time uncertainty into the 
model. Furthermore, unlike previous studies, the simulation model is embedded with a the 
“simulation optimization” framework that automatically searches for the best values for 
the model’s decision variables. The simulation model is discussed in detail in the next 
chapter. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SIMULATION MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Before describing the simulation model, we discuss our motivation for using 
discrete event simulation in their research. In order to carry out a realistic analysis of a bus 
transit system, one must have a model that captures the dynamics of bus travel, passenger 
travel, and passenger transfers at bus stops considering realistic, stochastic bus travel times 
and stochastic passenger arrivals into the system. Furthermore, one must be able to use the 
model to explore the complex interactions of buses and passengers, passenger transfers 
between bus routes, and the overall performance of the system as measured by several 
different indicators. These considerations led us to use discrete event simulation as our 
modeling methodology. In this study, we develop a discrete event simulation model of a 
bus transfer operation and use it to evaluate bus routes, bus dispatching times, and bus 
scheduled travel times which create the most optimal synchronization of bus transfers. 
Among other features, this model includes gaps between a bus’s arrival and departure at 
the same bus stop, so passengers have enough time to transfer from one bus route to another 
route. 
The simulation model is developed using ProModel 8.6 Professional (Harrell et al., 
2012). The model examines the operation of a generic bus transit system in which 
passengers travel from one bus stop to another stop with or without transferring. The model 
allows users to consider and compare various alternatives for synchronizing buses that run 
on different routes in a transit system. Multiple bus routes and transfer points are 
considered under stochastic passenger demand and stochastic bus journey times. To make 
this abstract model as realistic as possible, the model allows passengers to transfer between 
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bus routes at transfer points. Also, the passenger’s inter-arrival time distribution for each 
origin-destination pair can be generated with a wide range of possibilities to simulate real-
world uncertainty in the demand for transportation.  
Figure 3 shows the general layout – including the bus stops and bus routes – in the 
model. Nine bus stops are located in a 3x3 grid like a telephone keypad. Up to six bus 
routes serve these bus stops. Each bus route serves a total of three bus stops.  Routes 1, 2, 
and 3 have a horizontal orientation. Route 1 begins at stop 1 and makes a loop that serves 
stops 1, 2, 3, and 2 before returning to stop 1. Buses on this route repeat this stop sequence 
indefinitely. In the same way, route 2 begins at stop 4 and makes a loop that serves stops 
4, 5, 6, and 5 before returning to stop 4. Buses on this route repeat this stop sequence 
indefinitely. Route 3 begins at stop 7 and makes a loop that serves stops 7, 8, 9, and 8 
before returning to stop 7. Likewise, buses on this route repeat this stop sequence 
indefinitely.  Routes 4, 5, and 6 have a vertical orientation. These routes work the same 
way as routes 1, 2, and 3. Route 4 begins at stop 1 and makes a loop that serves stops 1, 4, 
7, and 4 before returning to stop 1. Route 5 begins at stop 2 and makes a loop that serves 
stops 2, 5, 8, and 5 before returning to stop 2. Likewise, route 6 begins at stop 3 and makes 
a loop that serves stops 3, 6, 9, and 6 before returning to stop 3. Buses on these routes 
repeat their stop sequences indefinitely. 
Bus stops 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 have a terminal indicating the beginning of their bus 
routes. The terminal for routes 1 and 4 are located at bus stop 1 which is the starting point 
for buses that travel on routes 1 and 4. The terminal for route 2 is located at bus stop 4. 
Similarly, the terminal for route 3 is located at bus stop 7. Finally, the terminal for route 5 
(6) is bus stop 2 (3). 
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Figure 3. Bus stops, bus routes, and bus directions in the simulation model. 
Overall, there are a total of 72 different passenger types in the model. Indeed, there 
are nine possibilities for a passenger’s origin and eight possibilities for the destination 
given the origin. As the system gets more complex due to more passengers and buses 
arriving into the system, clear visualization is needed for decent and accurate presentation. 
Table 3 shows how each passenger type is visualized in the simulation model. In order to 
present clear visualization, each passenger is symbolized by an icon whose shape and color 
depend on the passenger’s origin and destination. The shape of a passenger’s icon indicates 
his/her origin, whereas the color of the icon indicates her/her destination. As an illustration, 
every passenger who originates at bus stop 1 is represented by a “man” icon. Similarly, 
passengers who originate at bus stops 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are represented by “rock”, 
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“woman”, “tile”, “circle”, “gear”, “pallet”, “rectangle”, and “box” icons, respectively. The 
color of an icon indicates a passenger’s destination. That is, passengers who wish to go to 
different bus stops have different colors on their icons. For example, the icon of a passenger 
whose destination is bus stop 1 is red, and the icon of a passenger who wishes to go to bus 
stop 2 is orange. Likewise, the icon for a passenger whose destination is bus stop 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7, 8, and 9 is yellow, green, light blue, dark blue, purple, pink, and white, respectively. 
Thus, each passenger originating at bus stop 1 who wants to go to bus stop 3 is represented 
by a yellow man.  
Table 3. Visual identification of passenger types in the simulation model. 
Origin Destination 
Bus Stop  Icon Bus Stop Color 
1 Man 1 Red 
2 Rock 2 Orange 
3 Woman 3 Yellow 
4 Tile 4 Green 
5 Circle 5 Light blue 
6 Gear 6 Dark blue 
7 Pallet 7 Purple 
8 Rectangle 8 Pink 
9 Box 9 White 
Table 4. Visual identification of buses in the simulation model. 
Bus Route Color 
1 Red 
2 Orange 
3 Yellow 
4 Green 
5 Blue 
6 Black 
Table 4 shows the color scheme that is used to indicate buses traveling on different 
routes. Buses that travel on routes 1, 2 and 3 are colored red, orange, and yellow, 
respectively. In the same way, buses that travel on routes 4, 5, and 6 are green, blue and 
black, respectively.  
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Figure 4 shows a snapshot of the simulation model when it is running. All buses 
are indicated by “pickup truck” icons. In this particular case, there are six buses operating, 
one on each route. Passengers arrive into the system at each bus stop’s waiting area 
depending upon their origins. Since each passenger is symbolized by an icon whose shape 
depend on the passenger’s origin and color depend on the passenger’s destination, the 
presence of a specific icon and color for each bus stop is shown. For example, at bus stop 
2, rock icons represents passengers who have origin at bus stop 2. Different colors of rock 
icons represent the destinations of these passengers. One passenger who is represented by 
a yellow rock has destination at bus stop 3; two passengers who are represented by white 
rocks have destination at bus stop 9, and one passenger who is represented by a light blue 
rock has destination at bus stop 5. In this snapshot, the presence of many colors of the same 
icon at a bus stop illustrates passengers who have the same origin at that bus stop, but wish 
to travel to other different bus stops. Different colors of buses (pickup truck icons) 
represent different routes that buses serve on. For instance, the orange bus is traveling on 
route 2 and serving passengers who wish to travel between bus stops 4, 5, and 6 and the 
black bus is travelling on route 6 serving passengers who wish to travel between stops 3, 
6, and 9. The Figure shows both originating and transferring passengers who are waiting 
to board buses at bus stop 6. Gears symbolize originating passengers and a box symbolizes 
a transferring passenger. Indeed, the green box represents a passenger who has origin at 
bus stop 9, wishes to go to bus stop 4, and is currently at bus stop 6 waiting to transfer to 
another.  
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Figure 4. Snapshot of simulation model when it is running. 
Figure 5 illustrates the simulation model layout when only one type of passenger is 
in the system. In order to show the flow of a passenger type who wishes to go from one 
stop to another stop with a required transfer, other passenger types are turned off except 
passengers of type 72. The pallets represent passengers originating at bus stop 7 who want 
to go to bus stop 2. Since the destination of this passenger type is bus stop 2, the color of 
these pallets will be orange. There is no direct bus operating from stop 7 to stop 2. 
Therefore, these passengers have to transfer at another bus stop to go to the destination. 
The model allows each passenger to make a maximum of one transfer between bus routes 
during his/her journey. Thus, there are two options for these passengers to be transported. 
The first option is to go north on route 4 from bus stop 7 to bus stop 1 and then transfer at 
bus stop 1 to go east on route 1 to bus stop 2. The second option is to go east on route 3 
Bus on route 2 
Bus on route 6 
Originating 
and 
transferring 
passengers 
waiting to 
board buses 
at stop 6 
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from bus stop 7 to bus stop 8 and then transfer at bus stop 8 to go north on route 5 to bus 
stop 2. Both options are depicted in Figure 5. Indeed, the pallets shown at bus stop 1 
indicate passengers at the midpoint of their journey who are traveling according to the first 
option. The pallets shown at bus stop 8 indicate passengers at the midpoint of their journey 
who are travelling according to the second option. Finally, the pallets at bus stop 7 indicate 
new originating passengers who have recently appeared. In the simulation model, it is 
assumed that passengers who are waiting at a given bus stop always board the first bus to 
arrive that will move them closer to their destination, where “closeness” between two stops 
is measured by the number of bus stops between them, not by the straight line distance 
between them. In the case above, the passengers at stop 7 in Figure 5 will board the next 
bus (from route 3 or route 4) to arrive at bus stop 7. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Simulation model layout with only passengers of type 72 in the system. 
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Figure 6 displays the logical flow for each passenger in the system. Each passenger 
type arrives into the system at a given bus stop’s waiting area according to a user-defined 
inter-arrival time distribution. For example, passengers of type 18 may arrive at bus stop 
1’s waiting area according to an E(20) distribution, i.e. one passenger appears every E(20) 
minutes where E(20) represents an exponentially distributed inter-arrival time with mean 
20 minutes. Note that a passenger’s origin-destination type is already known upon his/her 
entry into the system. The passenger then waits at this stop for the first bus to arrive that 
will take him/her closer (in terms of number of bus stops) to his/her destination. Once the 
bus comes, the passenger gets loaded onto the bus and travels on the bus for one or more 
stops. The passenger gets off at the stop along that bus’s route that is closest to his/her 
destination. After getting off the bus, the passenger checks whether the current bus stop is 
his/her destination. If the current bus stop is the passenger’s destination, the passenger then 
exits the system. On the other hand, if that bus stop is not the destination of passenger, then 
the passenger waits at that stop to transfer to a different bus. As before, the passenger waits 
at that stop for the first bus to arrive that will take him/her closer to his/her destination. 
Once that bus comes, the passenger gets loaded onto that second bus and travels on that 
bus until it gets to the passenger’s destination stop. When the second bus gets to the 
passenger’s destination stop, the passenger gets off the bus and immediately exits the 
system. 
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Figure 6. Flow logic for an individual passenger in the system 
 
• Passenger of a particular appears at a bus 
stop. 
• Passenger type is identified. 
• Passenger immediately moves to the bus stop’s 
waiting area. 
• Passenger waits at this stop until next bus 
arrives that will move him/her closer to his/her 
destination. 
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• Passenger needs to transfer 
to a different bus 
• Passenger waits at current 
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Table 5 lists all of the primary elements – locations, entity types, global variables, 
entity attributes, input parameters, and decision variables – defined in the simulation model 
code. There are two entity types: passenger and bus. There are 18 locations in the model. 
In particular, there are two locations – a waiting area and a loading area – for each of nine 
bus stops to facilitate the loading of passengers onto buses. Indeed, ProModel requires that, 
if one entity type (e.g. a passenger) is loaded onto another entity type (e.g. a bus), then 
these two entity types must be at different locations immediately prior to the loading. 
Hence, there is a need for two locations for each bus stop. Each type of passenger arrives 
into the system at a “bus stop waiting area” according to a user-defined inter-arrival time 
distribution. There are 72 types of passengers. Eight types of passengers are assigned to 
arrive at each bus stop. For instance, the eight types of passengers who arrive at bus stop 1 
are passengers 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19, and these passengers wish to travel to bus 
stops 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, respectively.  
 The entity attributes listed in Table 5 track real-time information related to entities 
and their processes. The model contains two types of attributes: attributes for passengers 
and attributes for buses. Each individual passenger (bus) entity has a unique set of attribute 
values that are attached to him/her (it) as he/she (it) move through the system. One or more 
of an entity’s attribute values may be changed during the entity’s stay in the system. 
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Table 5.  Main elements in the simulation model. 
Locations 
Bus Stop 1 Waiting Area     Bus Stop 1 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 2 Waiting Area Bus Stop 2 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 3 Waiting Area Bus Stop 3 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 4 Waiting Area Bus Stop 4 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 5 Waiting Area Bus Stop 5 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 6 Waiting Area Bus Stop 6 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 7 Waiting Area Bus Stop 7 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 8 Waiting Area Bus Stop 8 Loading Area 
Bus Stop 9 Waiting Area Bus Stop 9 Loading Area 
Entity Types Global Variables 
Passenger  NumPass(o, d, s)** (o=origin, d=destination, s=bus stop) 
Bus OnTimeArrivalPercentage(s) 
Entity Attributes 
PassengerType                    BusNumber 
PassengerArrivalTime                     BusRoute 
                    BusDirection 
                    NumLoopsBusFinished 
                    NumPassInBus(o, d)***                                                            
Input Parameters 
 
Range of Possible Values 
Low Medium High Very High 
B = number of (identical) buses 6-9 10-13 14-17 18-20 
Inter-arrival time distribution for each of    E(40)*1 E(20) E(10) E(5) 
    the 72 passenger types (minutes) T(0,40,80) *2 T(0,20,40) T(0,10,20) T(0,5,10) 
 U(32,48) *3 U(16,24) U(8,12) U(4,6) 
 N1(40,16.33) *4 N1(20,8.17) N1(10,4.08) N1(5,2.04) 
 N2(40,4.62) *4 N2(20,2.31) N2(10,1.15) N2(5,0.58) 
BusTravelTime(r, l) ~ N(𝜇rl , 𝜎rl) 
 
The bus travel time for each link l of each bus route r 
typically follows a N(𝜇rl , 𝜎rl) distribution, i.e. a 
normal distribution with mean 𝜇rl and standard 
deviation 𝜎rl . The value of 𝜇rl typically depends on the 
layout. The value of 𝜎rl is usually 0.5 minutes. 
Layout (see Figure 7) A, B, C, D, E, F 
Time simulated 100 hours  
Decision Variables (all takes integer values) 
Routeb:                       route assigned to bus b (one route must be assigned to each bus) 
StartTimeb:                          time when bus b first leaves the terminal corresponding to its route (one for each bus) 
SchedTravTimebl:    scheduled travel time along link l in bus b’s route (four variables for each bus) 
*1 E(a) denotes an exponentially distributed random variable with mean a. 
*2 T(a,b,c) denotes a triangularly distributed random variable with lower limit a, mode b, and upper limit c. 
*3 U(a,b) denotes a uniformly distributed random variable with minimum value a and maximum value b. 
*4 N(𝜇,𝜎) denotes a normally distributed random variable with mean 𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎 
**For example, NumPass(4,2,1) gives the number of passengers who are currently at bus stop 1 and wish to travel  
from bus stop 4 to bus stop 2. 
*** For example, NumPassInBus(5, 7) gives number of passengers in the bus whose origin is stop 5 and destination is 
stop 7. 
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Two attributes are attached to each passenger. The attribute “PassengerType” keeps 
track of the origin and destination of each passenger in the system. For instance, 
PassengerType = 13 means that a passenger originates at bus stop 1 and wants to go to bus 
stop 3. This attribute is important for deciding which bus, among several buses that may 
visit a given bus stop, a passenger boards. Another passenger attribute is the 
“PassengerArrivalTime”. This attribute stores the real-numbered time, in minutes, from 
the start of the simulation replication to when a passenger first appears at his/her origin. 
Five attributes are attached to each bus. The first bus attribute is the “Bus Number”. 
It tracks the number of an individual bus that is currently running in the system. Every bus 
in the system has a different number so it can be specifically identified in the code. This 
attribute takes an integer value from 1 to B where B is the number of buses. 
The second bus attribute, “BusRoute”, indicates the route on which a bus travels. 
There are a total of six routes, so this attribute takes an integer value from 1 to 6. The bus 
route is important for determining the type of passengers who should be loaded onto a bus 
at each bus stop. 
 The third bus attribute, “BusDirection,” indicates the current direction in which a 
bus is traveling. According to Figure 2, this attribute takes an integer value from 0 to 3. A 
value of (0, 1, 2, 3) indicates that a bus is currently traveling (south, north, east, west) 
respectively. This attribute works follows. Whenever a bus arrives at a bus stop, the model 
checks the bus’s values for the attributes “BusRoute” and “BusDirection” in order to 
determine which passengers should be loaded on the bus at the bus stop. In particular, when 
a bus gets to a bus stop, it should not load everyone at that stop; it should only load 
passengers who have a destination in the same direction in which the bus is traveling. For 
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example, a bus traveling east on route 2 that is stopping to load passengers at bus stop 5 
should never load passengers of type 54, 51, or 57 who wish to go in the opposite direction. 
In addition, this bus should not load passengers of type 52 or 58 because these passengers 
are waiting for a bus that travels north or south on route 5. However, this bus should load 
passengers of type 56. Also, the bus should load passengers of type 53 and 59 so that they 
can begin the first leg of their journeys and later transfer at bus stop 6 to another bus that 
runs on route 6 to get to their destinations. Finally, the bus should load passengers of types 
26 and 86 who are using bus stop 5 as a transfer point for completing a two-leg journey. 
Similarly, a bus on route 6 that currently has direction north and is at bus stop 6 should 
load the following passenger types – 63, 61, 62, 43, and 53 – but should not load any other 
passenger types. Overall, attributes “BusRoute” and “BusDirection” work together to 
control each bus’s movement and each bus’s loading process each bus stop. 
The fourth bus attribute, “NumLoopsBusFinished,” keeps a running count of the 
total number of loops each bus has finished while traveling within its route. This attribute 
helps to determine the bus’s scheduled departure time (in minutes since the beginning of 
the simulation replication) at the next stop that it visits. More details are provided later in 
this section.  
Lastly, attribute “NumPassInBus (o, d)” denotes the number of passengers in a bus 
whose origin is stop o and destination is stop d. For example, NumPassInBus(5, 7) indicates 
number of passengers in a bus whose origin is bus stop 5 and destination is bus stop 7. 
Since there are 72 types of passengers in the model, there are 72 “NumPassInBus” 
attributes. This attribute is needed to decide which passengers get off a bus when the bus 
reaches a bus stop. All buses are assumed to have an unlimited capacity. 
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 Two global variables track additional real-time information related to entities and 
locations. Global variable “NumPass(o, d, s)” is a three dimensional array that tracks the 
real-time number of passengers who are currently waiting at bus stop s who have origin 
bus stop o and destination bus stop d. This variable is updated whenever passengers are 
unload from or loaded onto buses and whenever passengers arrive into or depart from the 
system. For example, NumPass(4, 2, 1) gives the number of passengers who wish to travel 
from bus stop 4 to bus stop 2 who are currently at bus stop 1. Note that many elements in 
the “NumPass” array are always zero. For example, NumPass(1, 9, 8) is always zero 
because there will never be passengers of type 19 who are waiting at bus stop 8. Such 
passengers would only wait at bus stops 1, 3, or 7. Global variable 
OnTimeArrivPercentage(s) tracks the percent of buses that depart bus stop s “on time”. An 
on-time departure is a departure at the scheduled departure time, i.e. not a late departure.  
This global variable equals the number of buses that depart stop s on time divided by total 
number of buses that depart that stop. This global variable indicates the extent to which 
buses are actually traveling according to a schedule. 
In addition, Table 5 lists the input parameters that can be adjusted in the simulation 
experiments. Parameters may take different values depending on the experiment. The range 
of possible values for each input parameter is shown on the right side of the table. The first 
parameter, B, gives the total number of buses operating.  In most experiments, parameters 
take their low and medium values for the number of buses. Therefore, between six to twelve 
buses are considered most of the time. The inter-arrival time distributions for the 72 
passenger types are also parameters. These parameters usually take their medium value, 
E(20), or very high value, E(5). E(a) denotes an exponential distribution with mean a. T(a, 
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b, c) denotes a triangular distribution with lower limit a, mode b and upper limit c. U (a, 
b) denotes a uniform distribution with minimum value a and maximum value b. N (𝜇, 𝜎) 
denotes a normal distribution with mean 𝜇 and standard deviation 𝜎.  
In the model, each bus must be assigned to run on a route. When a bus travels on a 
route, it has a different probability distribution governing its actual travel time for each of 
the four links on the route. The actual bus travel time on each link l of each route r is 
another input parameter that users can adjust. This travel time follows a N(𝜇rl , 𝜎rl) 
distribution, i.e. a normal distribution with mean 𝜇rl and standard deviation 𝜎rl. The mean 
travel time, 𝜇rl, is associated with the distance of the link, and the standard deviation of the 
travel time, 𝜎rl, relates to the traffic conditions and number of stoplights encountered by 
the bus along that link. 
The system layout is another input parameter. Users of the model can select among 
six different layouts (Figure 7). Each layout corresponds to prespecified mean bus travel 
time (𝜇rl) for each link l on each route r. The mean travel times corresponding to the six 
layouts are shown in Table 6. In most experiments, layout A (the default) is used. Layout 
A, B, C, and D are manually created assuming a generic bus stop pattern where some links 
l on each routes r have the same length and some of them have different lengths. Layouts 
E and F are created by using random numbers to generate x and y coordinates for each 
point for each bus stop. Thus, nine pairs of random x-y coordinates are associated with 
each of the layouts E and F. The length of the links denote their mean bus travel time (𝜇rl). 
Table 6 shows the default mean bus travel times which are corresponding to the six layouts 
are shown in Figure 7. Layout A has the same mean bus travel time for all of links on all 
the route. Layout B has the same mean bus travel time for all of links on routes 1-3 and has 
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another mean bus travel time for all of links on routes 4-6. In layout D, all links have the 
same mean bus travel time within their route, where each route has its own value of mean 
bus travel time. However, Layout E and F have totally different mean bus travel times for 
all links on all routes. One of the main experiments described in Chapter 4 investigates the 
impact of the layout on the ability of passenger transfers between bus routes to be 
synchronized. 
The bottom portion of Table 5 shows the model’s decision variables. The values of 
these variables should be decided by bus system managers so that the average passenger 
time in the system and other performance measures are minimized and/or optimized. The 
values of the decision variables can be decided manually by the user or automatically by a 
simulation optimization method. Simulation optimization is a multi-variable optimization 
technique that tries different values for decision variables to achieve the combination that 
delivers the best output value. ProModel’s SimRunner tool (Harrell et al., 2012), which 
uses evolutionary algorithms to seek-near optimal values, is utilized in several experiments 
to get the best value for the decision variables. More details on the settings for SimRunner 
in each experiment are provided in Chapter 4. 
 There are up to six decision variables for each bus b. The values of some decision 
variables may be fixed in some experiments. The six decision variables for bus b are (1) 
the route assigned to bus b, (2) the start time of bus b, and (3) the scheduled travel time of 
bus b along link l in its route (l = 1 to 4). The default decision variable domains for each 
bus route and each layout are presented in table 6. There are six routes in the simulation 
model layout (Figure 2) and one route must be assigned to each bus. The start time of each 
bus is the time when the bus first leaves the terminal corresponding to its route. Moreover, 
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each route contains four links that combine to form a complete loop. For example, route 1 
contains link 1, link 2, link 3, and link 4 that connect bus stop 1 to bus stop 2, bus stop 2 to 
bus stop 3, bus stop 3 back to bus stop 2, and bus stop 2 back to bus stop 1, respectively. 
Each bus is assigned to go along these four links on a route to finish a loop. Therefore, the 
four scheduled travel times for each link in bus b’s route are also decision variables. The 
values of the decision variables can be manually by users or automatically adjusted by a 
simulation optimization process.  
To make the model more realistic, waiting time is applied to both bus and passenger 
activities. The greatest time that a bus spends to wait is when a bus waits for passengers to 
get unloaded from then bus and get loaded onto the bus. Bus wait time in the model is 
constructed by having a bus wait three seconds per passenger when passengers get 
unloaded and loaded. Therefore, the amount of time a bus spends at a bus stop builds upon 
number of passengers that are unloaded and loaded at that stop. For example, at bus stop 
six, if there are three passengers who would like to get out of a bus and ten passengers who 
would like to get onto the bus, the bus has to wait a total of 39 seconds. Another situation 
in which a bus has to wait is when the bus arrives at the bus stop earlier than its scheduled 
departure time. If the bus arrives early it has to wait until the scheduled departure time 
before departing the bus stop. In contrast, if the bus arrives later than its scheduled 
departure time, it will depart the bus stop immediately after unloading and loading 
passengers. 
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Figure 7. Six system layouts. Bus stops 1-9 are labeled in the diagrams. Bus routes 1-3 (4-6) are 
indicated by solid (dashed) lines. 
Figure 7F. Layout F 
Figure 7D. Layout D 
Figure 7B. Layout B Figure 7A. Layout A 
Figure 7E. Layout E 
Figure 7C. Layout C 
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Table 6. Default mean bus travel times (𝝁rl) (shaded) and default decision variable domains for each 
bus route and each layout.  
 Layout A Layout B Layout C Layout D Layout E Layout F 
Route 
1 
 
 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-35 0-19 0-43 0-27 0-31 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 10 10-14 3.5 3 - 7 7.5 7 - 11 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 10 10-14 9.5 9 - 13 7.5 7 - 11 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 10 10-14 9.5 9 - 13 7.5 7 - 11 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 10 10-14 3.5 3 - 7 7.5 7 - 11 
Route 
2 
 
 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-35 0-19 0-11 0-27 0-21 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 2 2 - 6 7 7 - 11 5 5 - 9 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 2 2 - 6 5.5 5 - 9 4 4 - 8 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 2 2 - 6 5.5 5 - 9 4 4 - 8 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 2 2 - 6 7 7 - 11 5 5 - 9 
Route 
3 
 
 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-35 0-19 0-43 0-23 0-36 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 10 10-14 3 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 10 10-14 7 7 - 11 9.8 10 - 14 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 10 10-14 7 7 - 11 9.8 10 - 14 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 8 8 - 12 6 6 - 10 10 10-14 3 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 
Route 
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StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-23 0-27 0-35 0-21 0-31 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 8.5 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 4 4 - 8 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 8.5 8 - 12 6 7 - 11 10 10 - 14 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 8.5 8 - 12 6 7 - 11 10 10 - 14 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 8.5 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 4 4 - 8 
Route 
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StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-23 0-27 0-15 0-25 0-35 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 3 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 8 8 - 12 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 3 3 - 7 3.5 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 3 3 - 7 3.5 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 3 3 - 7 8 8 - 12 8 8 - 12 
Route 
6 
 
 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb 
Domain 
StartTimeb  
Domain 
0-23 0-23 0-27 0-35 0-25 0-31 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Mean 
Trav 
Time 
Sched 
TravTime 
Domain 
Link 1 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 8.5 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 9.5 9 - 13 
Link 2 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 8.5 8 - 12 9.5 9 - 13 5.5 5 - 9 
Link 3 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 2 2 - 6 8.5 8 - 12 9.5 9 - 13 5.5 5 - 9 
Link 4 5.5 5 - 9 5.5 5 - 9 10 10 - 14 8.5 8 - 12 2 2 - 6 9.5 9 - 13 
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 Passenger waiting time is assigned only when passengers get off a bus at their final 
destination. For visualization purposes, passengers are assigned to wait for 15 seconds after 
being unloaded from a bus at their final destination. In other words, we will see passengers 
for 15 seconds after they get unloaded from the bus. Then they will exit the system. 
 The concept of a bus schedule works as follows in the model. Table 7 illustrates the 
travel procedure for a bus moving on route 1. This bus serves passengers who are traveling 
between bus stop 1, 2, and 3 in the simulation model. The first column of the table shows 
the system clock time in minutes. The second and third columns show the events that 
happen at each point of time. The last column shows the bus status immediately following 
the event. A rectangle indicates that the bus is stopped and an arrow indicates it is moving. 
Bus start time (StatTimeb) is fixed at 10 minutes, so after the bus appears in the system at 
minute 0, it waits for ten minutes until its start time. At minute 10, the bus starts moving 
from bus stop 1 to bus stop 2, and the arrow in bus status column shows this process. The 
actual combined traveling, unloading, and loading times for the bus between stops 1 and 2 
is 5.4 minutes, so the bus is ready to depart bus stop 2 at minute 15.4. Since the scheduled 
travel time (SchedTravTimebl) for this first link is 6 minutes and the bus takes just 5.4 
minutes to travel, the bus is early. So the bus has to wait for 0.6 minutes before departing 
bus stop 2. In general, if a bus arrives to the next stop early, it has to wait to leave at its 
scheduled departure time. However, if the bus arrives late, it immediately starts moving to 
the next stop without having to wait. These procedures continue until the end of the process. 
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Table 7. Illustration of travel procedure for bus moving on route 1 in the simulation model given the 
bus start time, scheduled travel times, and the combined traveling, unloading, and load times below. 
StartTimeb = 10 
SchedTravTimebl for l = 1, 2, 3, 4 = 6, 9, 9, 6 
Actual combined traveling, unloading, and loading time between stops = (5.4, 8.2, 10.8, 4.1, 6.7, 6.9). 
Minutes Primary Event Secondary Event Bus status immediately following the event 
0 
Bus appears in 
system 
Bus waits until its start 
time 
 
10 Bus starts moving  
 
15.4 
Bus arrives at 
stop 2 
Bus is early and waits 
for 0.6 minutes 
 
16 Bus starts moving  
 
24.2 
Bus arrives at 
stop 3 
Bus is early and waits 
for 0.8 minutes 
 
25 Bus starts moving  
 
35.8 
Bus arrives at 
stop 2 
• Bus is late by 1.8  minutes 
• Bus immediately starts  
  Moving 
 
39.9 
Bus arrives at 
stop 1 
Bus is early and waits 
for 0.1 minutes 
 
40 Bus starts moving  
 
46.7 
Bus arrives at 
stop 2 
• Bus is late by 0.7 minutes 
• Bus immediately starts   
  Moving 
 
53.6 
Bus arrives at 
stop 3 
Bus is early and waits 
for 1.4 minutes 
 
55 Bus starts moving  
 
 
 
 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
2 3 1 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
1 2 3 
2 1 3 
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 The entire simulation model code comprises roughly 100 pages of single-spaced 
text (5000 lines of code). Thus, it is too long to display to display in this thesis. However, 
a basic understanding of this code can be obtained by examining the psuedocode for the 
processing logic for a bus at a particular bus stop. 
 Table 8 shows the pseudocode for bus b’s processing logic at bus stop 2. Note that 
in steps 9, 19, and 29, the code asks for the bus’s current route and direction to determine 
further procedures. The codes for the bus processing at bus stops 2, 4, 6, and 8 are similar 
because these bus stops are similarly situated on the edge of the system layout. The 
psuedocode for bus stops 1, 3, 5, 9 is somewhat different because these bus stops are 
located in the corner of the system layout. Finally the psuedocode for bus stop 5, which is 
the only center stop, is also somewhat different because different portions of code are 
needed for each bus direction for each of two bus routes. 
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Table 8. Pseudocode for the processing logic for bus b at bus stop 2. 
Step Procedure 
1 Bus arrives at location “Bus Stop 2 Waiting Area”. 
2 Everyone whose final destination is bus stop 2 is unloaded. 
3 Everyone who wishes to get off the bus and transfer to another route is unloaded. This includes passengers of types 15, 51, 
18, 81, 35, 53, 38, and 83. 
4 Bus waits three seconds for each passenger that is unloaded. 
5 Global variable “NumPass (o, d, 2)” increases according to the number of each type of passenger that is unloaded. 
6 Attribute “NumPassInBus (o, d)” decreases according to the number of each type of passenger that is unloaded 
7 Bus waits for six seconds. 
8 Bus arrives at location “Bus Stop 2 Loading Area”  
9 If  BusRoute = 1 and BusDirection = 2 (East) 
10     Increase NumLoopsBusFinished by 1 
11     Bus’s scheduled departure time from this stop = (NumLoopsBusFinished)(SchedTravTimeb1+   SchedTravTimeb2+ 
SchedTravTimeb3+ SchedTravTimeb4)+ SchedTravTimeb1. 
12 If bus arrives early, make it wait by the difference between the bus scheduled departure time and the actual time bus        
arrives. If bus arrives on time or late, it waits 0 seconds. 
13     Global variable OnTimeArrivalPercentage(2) is updated depending on whether bus arrives 
    on time. 
14     Appropriate passengers whose origin is bus stop 2 are loaded onto the bus. These are passengers of types 23, 26, 29 
15     Everyone who is at bus stop 2 and wishes to transfer to this bus is loaded. These passengers are passengers of types 53 
and 83. 
16     Bus waits three seconds for each passenger that is loaded. 
17     Global variable “NumPass (o, d, 2)” decreases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
18     Attribute “NumPassInBus (o,d)” increases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
19     Bus travels for N(𝜇12 , 𝜎12) minutes 
20     Bus arrives at location “Bus Stop 3 Waiting Area”. 
21 Else If  BusRoute = 1 and BusDirection = 3 (West) 
22     Increase NumLoopsBusFinished by 1 
23     Bus’s scheduled departure time from this stop = (NumLoopsBusFinished)(SchedTravTimeb1+   SchedTravTimeb2+ 
SchedTravTimeb3+ SchedTravTimeb4)+ SchedTravTimeb1+ SchedTravTimeb2+ SchedTravTimeb3 
24     If bus arrives early, make it wait by the difference between the bus scheduled departure time  
    and the actual time bus arrives.  
    If bus arrives on time or late, it waits 0 seconds. 
25     Global variable OnTimeArrivalPercentage(2) is updated depending on whether bus arrives 
    on time. 
26     Appropriate passengers whose origin is bus stop 2 are loaded onto the bus. These are passengers of types 21, 24, 27. 
27     Everyone who is at bus stop 2 and wishes to transfer to this bus is loaded. These passengers are passengers of types 51 
and 81. 
28     Bus waits three seconds for each passenger that is loaded. 
29     Global variable “NumPass (o, d, 2)” decreases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
30     Attribute “NumPassInBus (o,d)” increases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
31     Bus travels for N(𝜇14 , 𝜎14) minutes 
32     Bus arrives at location “Bus Stop 1 Waiting Area”. 
33  Else If  BusRoute = 5 
34     Increase NumLoopsBusFinished by 1 
35     Bus’s scheduled departure time from this stop = (NumLoopsBusFinished)(SchedTravTimeb1+   SchedTravTimeb2+ 
SchedTravTimeb3+ SchedTravTimeb4). 
36     If bus arrives early, make it wait by the difference between the bus scheduled departure time  
    and the actual time bus arrives.  
    If bus arrives on time or late, it waits 0 seconds. 
37     Global variable OnTimeArrivalPercentage(2) is updated depending on whether bus arrives 
    on time. 
38     Appropriate passengers whose origin is bus stop 2 are loaded onto the bus. These are passengers of types 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29. 
39     Everyone who is at bus stop 2 and wishes to transfer to this bus is loaded. These passengers are passengers of types 15, 
18, 35 and 38. 
40     Bus waits three seconds for each passenger that is loaded. 
41     Global variable “NumPass (o, d, 2)” decreases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
42     Attribute “NumPassInBus (o,d)” increases according to the number of each passenger type loaded. 
43     Bus travels for N(𝜇51 , 𝜎51) minutes 
44     Bus arrives at location “Bus Stop 5 Waiting Area”. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS, AND DISCUSSION 
Experiments are run in the Windows 7 Enterprise environment using a desktop 
personal computer with CPU speed of 2.80 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. The experiments 
consider hundreds of different scenarios. In each scenario, all input parameters and 
decision variables remain unchanged. Each scenario is considered by running ten 
replications that each consider 100 hours of system operations with no warm-up time. The 
time needed to run ten replications for a single scenario is roughly 15 seconds. Data is 
collected after each experiment to allow further analysis. 
The input parameters take different values depending on the experiment and/or 
scenario. In most experiments, parameters take their low and medium values for the 
number of buses. Therefore, between six to twelve buses are considered most of the time. 
The inter-arrival time distribution for each of the 72 passenger types usually takes its 
medium value, E(20), or very high value, E(5). In most of the experiments, layout A (the 
default layout) is used. In some experiments, simulation optimization is used. We use 
simulation optimization, a multi-variable optimization technique that tries different values 
for decision variables to arrive at the combination that provides the best output values. In 
particular, we utilize ProModel’s SimRunner tool (Harrell et al., 2012) which uses 
evolutionary algorithms to seek near-optimal values for three decision variables – bus 
route, bus start time, and bus scheduled travel time. The general setting for SimRunner in 
all experiments is as follows. We use a “medium” population size in each generation and 
set the convergence rate at 1%. The convergence rate is the maximum percent difference 
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between the population best and population average output values in the same generation 
that must be observed before termination. 
In this chapter, five main experiments are conducted in order to investigate five 
issues related to bus transfer synchronization. Experiment 1 examines under what 
conditions it is better to have buses operating according to a schedule (i.e. with buses 
possibly waiting at stops to allow passenger to transfer between buses) than to have buses 
always depart stops as early as possible. Experiment 2 investigates whether the transit 
system’s physical layout impacts its ability to be “optimized” through intelligent bus 
scheduling. Experiment 3 shows the influence of different passenger inter-arrival time 
distributions at different bus stops on system performance and on the optimal bus schedule. 
It also investigates the impact of adding extra buses to the system when the bus routes and 
schedules for the extra buses need to be decided. Experiment 4 explores the impact of 
adding extra buses to the operation when the routes assigned to the extra buses are 
predetermined. Finally, in order to show the capability of the simulation model, Experiment 
5 considers a very complicated situation with a complex layout, many buses, and passenger 
demand that is highly non-uniform among the origin-destination pairs. 
4.1. Experiment 1     
As mentioned in Chapter 1, in some cases, even if passengers are not aware of the 
schedule, making buses operate according to a schedule is more efficient than allowing 
buses to depart bus stops as soon as possible. This is because the simultaneous arrival of 
two or more buses at a bus stop, which facilitates passenger transfers between buses, can 
be incorporated into the schedule. Experiment 1 demonstrates this concept for a transit 
system that operates on layout A (Figure 7). In this experiment, two bus scheduling options 
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– operating with or without a schedule – are compared in two different settings. The first 
setting is when six buses are operating – one bus per route – and the second case is when 
twelve buses are operating – two buses per route. In this experiment, we assume that no 
time is needed to unload or load passengers. 
Table 9 shows the structure of the scheduled bus start times and scheduled bus 
travel times for the first setting with six buses. In schedule 1, the scheduled bus travel time 
on all links is 6 minutes. This schedule includes a small amount of layover time at each 
stop to keep the bus on schedule. In schedule 2, the scheduled bus travel time on all links 
is 5 minutes, which is not enough to allow for layover time at any stops. In other words, 
schedule 2 models the situation in which buses continue to fall farther and farther behind 
schedule; therefore buses will always depart stops as soon as possible and the overall 
operations are indistinguishable from those of an unscheduled system. In schedule 1, the 
scheduled bus start times (in minutes) for buses 1, 2, and 3 are 12, 18, and 0, respectively. 
Similarly, the scheduled bus start times for buses 4, 5, and 6 are 12, 18, and 0, respectively. 
In schedule 2, the scheduled bus start times (in minutes) for buses 1, 2, and 3 are 10, 15, 
and 0, respectively. Similarly, the scheduled bus start times for buses 4, 5, and 6 are 10, 
15, and 0, respectively. 
In setting 2, exactly two buses travel on each route. As above, the scheduled bus 
travel time on all links for schedule 1 (2) is 6 (5) minutes. Thus, as above, schedule 1 (2) 
models the situation in which buses do (do not) operate according to a schedule. The 
scheduled start times of the buses in the second case are also shown in Table 10. These 
times are chosen so that the two buses moving on the same cyclic route are as evenly spaced 
as possible. Seven cases for the standard deviation of actual bus travel time (𝜎rl) are 
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considered for each scheduling option for each setting: 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.9, 1, 1.5, and 2 
minutes. Thus, a total of 7 x 2 x 2 = 28 scenarios are considered. 
Table 9. Setup for Experiment 1 setting 1 
Bus 
Number 
Bus Route 
Schedule 1 
SchedTravelTimebl (min) 
StartTimeb Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 
1 1 12 6 6 6 6 
2 2 18 6 6 6 6 
3 3 0 6 6 6 6 
4 4 12 6 6 6 6 
5 5 18 6 6 6 6 
6 6 0 6 6 6 6 
Bus 
Number 
Bus Route 
Schedule 2 
SchedTravelTimebl (min) 
StartTimeb Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 
1 1 10 5 5 5 5 
2 2 15 5 5 5 5 
3 3 0 5 5 5 5 
4 4 10 5 5 5 5 
5 5 15 5 5 5 5 
6 6 0 5 5 5 5 
Table 10. Setup for Experiment 1 setting 2 
Bus 
Number Bus Route 
Schedule 1 
SchedTravelTimebl (min) 
StartTimeb Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 
1 1 12 6 6 6 6 
2 2 18 6 6 6 6 
3 3 0 6 6 6 6 
4 4 12 6 6 6 6 
5 5 18 6 6 6 6 
6 6 0 6 6 6 6 
7 1 0 6 6 6 6 
8 2 6 6 6 6 6 
9 3 12 6 6 6 6 
10 4 0 6 6 6 6 
11 5 6 6 6 6 6 
12 6 12 6 6 6 6 
Bus 
Number Bus Route 
Schedule 2 
SchedTravelTimebl (min) 
StartTimeb Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 
1 1 10 5 5 5 5 
2 2 15 5 5 5 5 
3 3 0 5 5 5 5 
4 4 10 5 5 5 5 
5 5 15 5 5 5 5 
6 6 0 5 5 5 5 
7 1 0 5 5 5 5 
8 2 5 5 5 5 5 
9 3 10 5 5 5 5 
10 4 0 5 5 5 5 
11 5 5 5 5 5 5 
12 6 10 5 5 5 5 
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The results for Experiment 1 are shown in Figure 8. The results from setting 1 are 
similar to the results from setting 2. That is, the passenger average time in system generally 
gets worse as the standard deviation increases. Consider the trends of the graphs in Figure 
8. Note that the graphs for schedule 1 have a noticeable positive slope, whereas the graphs 
for schedule 2 are generally horizontal. This shows that schedule 2 is not very sensitive to 
the amount of variability in the bus traveling times, whereas schedule 1 is sensitive to the 
amount of variability in the bus traveling times. 
Furthermore, the results show that the best strategy is to operate on a schedule when 
bus travel time variability is low (i.e. when the standard deviation of bus travel time is 0.5 
minutes or lower). On the other hand, it is best not to operate bus on schedule when bus 
travel time variability is high (i.e. when the standard deviation of bus travel time is 0.9 
minutes and higher). In other words, once the travel time variability exceeds a certain 
threshold, it is better to have buses depart stops as soon as possible than to make them wait 
at stops and travel on a schedule. The results from Experiment 1 are similar to the 
conclusions of Ting and Schonfeld (2005) who find that coordination between bus routes 
on a network consisting of main lines and feeder lines is worthwhile only when the arrival 
time standard deviation on the feeder lines at the transfer point is less than 40% of the 
headway on the major service network. 
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Setting 1 (6 buses) 
Std. 
Dev. of 
bus 
Travel 
Time 
Passenger Average 
Time in the System 
(minutes) 
 
Schedule 
1 
Schedule 
2 
0.1 24.6 26.11 
0.3 24.98 26.2 
0.5 25.99 26.29 
0.9 27.04 26.31 
1 27.1 26.23 
1.5 27.6 26.45 
2 27.72 26.61 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 Figure 8.  Main results for Experiment 1 
4.2. Experiment 2  
In Experiment 1, a bus transit system is operated only on layout A, which is the 
most basic layout with the same mean bus travel time for every link. In experiment 2, six 
different system layouts (Figure 7) are used to investigate how the system layout affects 
the performance of the system and to examine whether passenger transfers between bus 
routes can be more easily synchronized for certain transit system layouts than for other 
layouts. There are six buses operating in the system – one bus per route. Bus b operates on 
route b (b=1 to 6). We consider two possible cases for the decision variables. In the first 
case, only decision variable “StartTimeb” can be decided for each bus, and the scheduled 
Setting 2 (12 buses) 
Std. 
Dev. of 
bus 
Travel 
Time 
Passenger Average 
Time in the System 
(minutes) 
 
Schedule 
1 
Schedule 
2 
0.1 20.67 20.73 
0.3 20.67 21.01 
0.5 20.95 21.07 
0.9 21.10 21.08 
1 21.18 21.01 
1.5 21.29 20.96 
2 21.39 21.08 
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bus travel time on all links is predetermined at the values shown in Table 6. Thus, there are 
a total of six decision variables in this case. In the second case, both the decision variables 
“StartTimeb” and “SchedTravTimebl” can be decided for each bus. Thus, there are a total 
of 30 decision variables in this case. In each case, the system is investigated under two 
different bus travel time variabilities: standard deviation 0.1 and 0.5. As in Experiment 1, 
we assume that passengers instantly load and unload themselves onto/from buses. The 
simulation optimization procedure in ProModel’s SimRummer utility is used to 
automatically find near-optimal bus start times and bus scheduled times for the two cases. 
Table 11. Comparison of passenger best time and worst time in the system and percent improvement 
when different decision variables are decided in Experiment 2. 
Decision variables Layout 
Standard Deviation in Bus Travel Time (𝜎rl) 
0.1 0.5 
Passenger 
Best (Worst) 
Time in 
System (min) 
% 
Improvement 
Best-Worst 
Passenger 
Best (Worst) 
Time in 
System (min) 
% 
Improvement 
Best-Worst 
StartTimeb 
A 25.4 (28.3) 10 26.3 (28.1) 6 
B 32.1 (35.4) 9 32.1 (35.3) 9 
C 25.8 (27.5) 6 25.8 (27.5) 6 
D 32.4 (33.7) 4 32.6 (33.6) 3 
E 28.6 (29.2) 2 28.6 (29.1) 2 
F 34.8 (37.3) 7 35.3 (37.0) 4 
StartTimeb 
SchedTravTimebl 
 
A 25.5 (36.0) 29 26.1 (36.0) 27 
B 31.6 (42.7) 26 32.0 (42.9) 25 
C 23.7 (35.8) 34 23.8 (35.8) 33 
D 30.4 (42.8) 29 30.6 (42.9) 29 
E 26.5 (38.1) 30 26.6 (38.1) 30 
F 33.6 (45.2) 26 33.7 (45.3) 26 
 
 Table 11 shows the main experimental results. This table compares the passenger 
average time in the system for the best and the worst solutions encountered by SimRunner 
for each possible combination of layout, travel time variability, and set of decision 
variables considered. The percent improvement between the best performance and the 
worst performance for each scenario is presented. Generally, for both cases, the 
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performance is better when the system has less variability (i.e. when standard deviation of 
bus travel time is 0.1 minutes). In other words, passengers spend less time in the system 
when the variability in bus travel time is lower. Note that the percent of improvement in 
case 2 is much higher than in case 1. This implies that there is greater potential for 
improving or worsening performance when the system manager has control over more 
decision variables. In addition, by comparing the percentage of improvement between the 
two standard deviations of bus travel time, we find that there is a slightly larger difference 
between the best and the worst performance when the variability is low (i.e. when the 
standard deviation in bus travel time is 0.1 minutes).  This indicates that there is greater 
chance to improve bus service by intelligently scheduling the routes in a system that has 
low variability than in a system that has high variability. The results regarding layout are 
very interesting. Note that, for some system layouts, the performance is not sensitive to the 
start times of buses. For example, layouts D and E have a low percentage difference in 
performance between the best solution and the worst solution (only 4% and 2% 
respectively) compared to other layouts. This shows that there is not much potential to 
optimize the schedules for these system layouts. That is, for those system layouts, 
optimizing the schedules for the purpose of synchronizing passenger transfers is not 
important. For layouts A, B, C, and F, on the other hand, there is greater potential for 
optimizing the schedules of the routes. 
 Table 12 shows the decision variables in the best and worst solutions found by 
SimRunner for this experiment. In this table, the results are particularly interesting for 
layout A with standard deviation of bus travel time at 0.1 when SimRunner decides only 
the bus start times. In this case, the best start times for buses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are found to be 
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0, 12, 12, 0, 0, and 12 (minutes) respectively, whereas the worst start times for these buses 
are 23, 12, 13, 0, 1, and 12 minutes respectively. These best start times offer perfect 
synchronization for the buses at bus stops 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. Indeed, since the scheduled bus 
travel time on all links is 6 minutes, all buses perfectly synchronize at bus stops 1, 3, 5, 7, 
and 9. For example, both buses 1 and 4 are scheduled to depart bus stop 1 at times 0, 24, 
48, etc. Also, both buses 1 and 6 are scheduled to depart bus stop 3 at times 12, 36, 60, etc. 
Similarly, buses 2 and 5 are both scheduled to depart bus stop 5 at times 18, 30, 42, 54, etc. 
Therefore bus 2 and bus 5 synchronize perfectly at bus stop 5. Moreover, buses 3 and 4 are 
both scheduled to depart bus stop 7 at times 12, 36, 60, etc. Finally, buses 3 and 6 are both 
scheduled to depart bus stop 9 at times 24, 48, 72, etc. On the other hand, the worst start 
times for buses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 are 23, 12, 13, 0, 1, and 12 (minutes) respectively. These 
worst bus start times are very close to the best times. In fact, they are identical to the best 
start times except that the start times of buses 1, 3, and 5 are one minute different (modulo 
24) compared to before. Yet, as shown in Table 10, the performance of the worst start times 
is 10% worse than the best start times. This is because the buses are one minute away from 
being perfectly synchronized at bus stops 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9. For example, bus 1 is scheduled 
to depart from bus stop 1 at times 23, 47, 71, etc. However, bus 4 is scheduled to depart 
from stop 1 at times 0, 24, 48, 72, etc. Thus, buses 1 and 4 do not synchronize at bus stop 
1 because bus 4 just misses bus 1 by one minute every time. This is very unfortunate. Buses 
at bus stops 3, 5, 7, and 9 have similar synchronization difficulties. 
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Table 12. SimRunner results for Experiment 2. Bus b is assigned to route b (b=1 to 6) in all cases. 
 
L
a
y
o
u
t Standard Deviation of Bus Travel Time (𝜎rl) 
 0.1 0.5 
Decision Variable Best Solution Found Worst Solution Found Best Solution Found Worst Solution Found 
  Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 
StartTimeb 
A 0 12 12 0 0 12 23 12 13 0 1 12 4 10 15 8 23 18 7 22 2 12 14 17 
B 15 14 15 15 0 20 3 27 8 17 13 18 22 17 22 10 13 16 3 27 8 17 13 18 
C 0 10 10 0 25 26 19 19 10 14 0 14 10 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 10 27 14 27 
D 2 10 20 13 7 31 22 11 22 35 15 35 6 10 28 13 6 31 22 11 22 35 15 35 
E 14 15 5 7 20 6 14 27 12 21 25 25 12 10 1 0 1 14 14 27 12 11 25 25 
F 0 11 0 0 17 16 29 8 11 31 4 12 0 9 21 0 0 16 0 9 0 2 17 15 
StartTimeb 
A 
9 22 18 1 10 12 23 23 23 23 23 23 8 14 0 3 1 11 23 23 23 23 23 23 
SchedTravTimeb1 6 5 5 6 5 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 6 5 5 5 5 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb2 5 5 5 5 5 6 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 5 5 5 6 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb3 5 7 6 5 5 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 5 5 5 6 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb4 5 5 6 5 6 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 5 5 5 5 5 5 9 9 9 9 9 9 
StartTimeb 
B 
5 1 28 0 11 2 35 35 35 23 23 23 6 35 4 0 8 1 35 35 35 23 23 23 
SchedTravTimeb1 8 8 8 7 5 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 8 8 8 5 5 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb2 8 8 8 5 5 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 8 8 8 5 5 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb3 8 8 8 5 6 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 8 8 8 5 5 7 12 12 12 9 9 9 
SchedTravTimeb4 8 8 8 5 5 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 8 8 8 5 7 5 12 12 12 9 9 9 
StartTimeb 
C 
10 19 0 2 3 3 19 19 19 27 27 27 11 17 0 1 0 0 19 19 19 27 27 27 
SchedTravTimeb1 6 6 6 10 10 10 10 10 10 14 14 14 6 6 6 10 10 10 10 10 10 14 14 14 
SchedTravTimeb2 2 2 2 2 3 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 
SchedTravTimeb3 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 2 2 2 2 2 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 
SchedTravTimeb4 6 6 6 10 10 11 10 10 10 14 14 14 6 6 6 10 11 11 10 10 10 14 14 14 
StartTimeb 
D 
20 0 0 0 11 14 43 11 43 35 15 35 25 1 0 0 1 15 43 11 43 35 15 35 
SchedTravTimeb1 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 
SchedTravTimeb2 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 
SchedTravTimeb3 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 10 2 10 8 3 8 14 6 14 12 7 12 
SchedTravTimeb4 10 2 10 8 3 10 14 6 14 12 7 12 10 2 10 8 3 10 14 6 14 12 7 12 
StartTimeb 
E 
17 5 0 1 0 11 27 27 23 21 25 25 1 16 1 1 1 7 27 27 23 21 25 25 
SchedTravTimeb1 3 7 3 2 8 2 7 11 7 6 12 6 3 7 3 2 8 2 7 11 7 6 12 6 
SchedTravTimeb2 9 5 7 7 4 9 13 9 11 11 7 13 9 5 7 7 4 9 13 9 11 11 7 13 
SchedTravTimeb3 9 5 7 7 3 9 13 9 11 11 7 13 9 6 7 7 3 9 13 9 11 11 7 13 
SchedTravTimeb4 4 7 3 2 8 2 7 11 7 6 12 6 3 7 3 2 8 2 7 11 7 6 12 6 
StartTimeb 
F 
0 12 11 1 0 31 31 21 39 31 35 31 0 9 1 2 28 2 31 21 39 31 35 31 
SchedTravTimeb1 7 5 8 4 8 10 11 9 12 8 12 13 7 5 8 4 8 9 11 9 12 8 12 13 
SchedTravTimeb2 7 4 10 10 8 5 11 8 14 14 12 9 7 4 10 10 8 5 11 8 14 14 12 9 
SchedTravTimeb3 7 4 10 10 8 5 11 8 14 14 12 9 7 4 10 10 8 5 11 8 14 14 12 9 
SchedTravTimeb4 7 5 8 4 8 9 11 9 12 8 12 13 7 5 8 4 8 9 11 9 12 8 12 13 
 
 In the second case when we let SimRunner decide both the bus start times and bus 
scheduled travel times, the system generally gives different best and worst solutions 
depending on the system layout and the standard deviation of bus travel time. In both cases, 
the best solutions found get worse when the variability in the system is higher.  
4.3. Experiment 3 
Experiment 3 considers how different passenger inter-arrival time distributions at 
different bus stops influence system performance and the optimal bus schedule for a bus 
system having layout A. This experiment also investigates the impact of adding extra buses 
to the system.  In Experiment 3 and all following experiments, buses wait three seconds 
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per passenger to unload or load a passenger at a bus stop. Two bus schedules are 
investigated. In schedule 1, the scheduled bus travel time on all links is 6 minutes and in 
schedule 2, the scheduled bus travel time on all links is 8 minutes. Also, the routes assigned 
to the extra buses are predetermined as shown in Table 13.  
Table 13. Fixed routes, start times, and scheduled travel times for the buses in Experiment 3. 
SchedTravTimebl = 6 for all b and all l 
 
Bus # Route StartTimeb SchedTravTimebl 
1 1 12 6 
2 2 18 6 
3 3 0 6 
4 4 12 6 
5 5 18 6 
6 6 0 6 
7 1 0 6 
8 2 6 6 
9 3 12 6 
10 4 0 6 
11 5 6 6 
12 6 12 6 
SchedTravTimebl = 8 for all b and all l 
 
Bus # Route StartTimeb SchedTravTimebl 
1 1 16 8 
2 2 24 8 
3 3 0 8 
4 4 16 8 
5 5 24 8 
6 6 0 8 
7 1 0 8 
8 2 8 8 
9 3 16 8 
10 4 0 8 
11 5 8 8 
12 6 16 8 
Experiment 3A considers how different passenger inter-arrival time distributions at 
different bus stops influence system performance and the optimal bus schedule. Eight 
scenarios representing eight patterns of passenger arrivals into the system when the 
scheduled bus travel time is 6 on all links are investigated as shown in Table 14. In addition, 
the model keeps track of the percentage of times when buses arrive on time at each bus 
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stop. The on-time arrival percentages show the extent to which buses are operating 
according to a schedule and also help to verify that the model works properly. For example, 
in scenario 1, all the passengers who want to go to bus stop 1 have inter-arrival time E(5) 
– meaning one passenger arrives every five minutes – which is really high. Therefore the 
passengers of types 21, 31, 41, 51, 61, 71, 81, and 91 outnumber other types of passengers. 
Buses that serve these types of passengers have to spend more time loading and unloading 
passengers (buses wait three seconds per passenger unloaded or loaded) at the bus stops 
they visit.  Thus, the on-time arrival percentage for bus stop 1 has the lowest value because 
the buses that run on routes 1 and 4 have to wait longer and have difficulty keeping up with 
their schedules. A similar trend is visible for the on-time arrival percentage at bus stop 2 
for scenario 2 and at bus stop 5 for scenario 3. This trend also applies to scenarios 4, 5, and 
6 when there are many more passengers who want to originate from bus stops 1, 2, and 5 
respectively. In scenario 7 (8), passengers who want to travel on route 1 (2) have a really 
high arrival rate, so there are more passengers who are traveling on these routes 
respectively. Thus, the bus stops on route 1 (bus stops 1, 2, and 3) and the bus stops on 
route 2 (bus stops 4, 5, and 6) have low on-time arrival percentage in these two scenarios. 
In scenario 9, all passengers who arrive into the system have a high arrival rate. For this 
reason, the on-time arrival percentages are almost zero at every stop because all buses have 
to wait longer at every single bus stop and cannot keep up with the schedule. In contrast, 
in scenario 10, where none of the passengers in the system have a high arrival rate, the on-
time arrival percentage at every bus stop is pretty high because buses can keep up with 
their service to run on a schedule. 
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   However, the results in Table 15 show that these trends are less apparent when the 
scheduled bus travel time is 8 on all links. In this case, the on-time arrival percentage at 
every bus stop is near 100 for every scenario 1-8. In scenario 9, the on-time arrival 
percentage is almost zero because every passenger type has a high arrival rate; buses have 
to wait longer unloading and loading passengers at every single bus stop and cannot keep 
up with the schedule. In scenario 10, where none of the passengers in the system have a 
high arrival rate, the on-time arrival percentage at every bus stop is 100 percent. 
Table 14. Results for Experiment 3A when scheduled bus travel time is 6 on all links. 
S
c
e
n
a
ri
o
 
Passenger types who have  
inter-arrival time E(5). 
(All other passenger types have E(20)) 
Passenger 
Avg. Time in 
Sys 
(min) 
Bus on Time Arrival Percentage for Each Bus Stop  
(rounded to the nearest percent) 
Stop 
1 
Stop 
2 
Stop 
3 
Stop 
4 
Stop 
5 
Stop 
6 
Stop 
7 
Stop 
8 
Stop 
9 
1 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 1 (corner) 
27.83 4 19 27 20 51 51 27 51 53 
2 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 2 (edge)  
27.21 28 6 26 52 26 49 55 33 53 
3 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 5 (center)  
27.41 56 34 54 33 3 32 54 32 53 
4 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 1 (corner)  
29.48 20 23 29 24 46 43 30 43 43 
5 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 2 (edge)  
27.98 33 19 33 46 27 45 45 35 43 
6 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 5 (center)  
27.09 49 37 47 38 10 36 46 35 45 
7 Passengers traveling on route 1  
(12, 13, 21, 23, 31, 32) 
25.64 33 21 32 62 63 62 62 61 61 
8 Passengers traveling on route 2 
(45, 46, 54, 56, 64, 65)  
25.81 64 63 62 43 33 42 64 63 64 
9 All passenger types  36.39 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
10 No passenger types  26.74 65 63 64 64 64 64 64 63 64 
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Table 15. Results for Experiment 3A when scheduled bus travel time is 8 on all links.   
S
c
e
n
a
ri
o
 
Passenger types who have  
inter-arrival time E(5).  
(All other passengers have E(20)) 
Passenger 
Avg. Time in 
Sys 
(min) 
Bus On Time Arrival Percentage for Each Bus Stop 
 (rounded to the nearest percent) 
Stop 
1 
Stop 
2 
Stop 
3 
Stop 
4 
Stop 
5 
Stop 
6 
Stop 
7 
Stop 
8 
Stop 
9 
1 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 1 (corner) 
32.01 83 99 100 99 100 100 100 100 100 
2 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 2 (edge)  
30.58 100 90 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
3 All passengers who want to go 
to stop 5 (center)  
30.84 100 100 100 100 92 100 100 100 100 
4 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 1 (corner)  
32.89 100 90 98 90 99 99 98 99 100 
5 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 2 (edge)  
30.77 99 100 95 100 97 99 100 100 100 
6 All passengers who want to go 
from stop 5 (center)  
30.17 100 99 100 98 100 99 100 99 99 
7 Passengers traveling on route 1  
(12, 13, 21, 23, 31, 32) 
29.47 99 99 99 100 100 100 100 100 100 
8 Passengers traveling on route 2 
(45, 46, 54, 56, 64, 65)  
29.47 100 100 100 100 99 100 100 100 100 
9 All passengers  36.73 6 5 5 6 6 5 6 6 5 
10 No passengers  30.74 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
 
Experiment 3B investigates the impact of adding extra buses to the system on bus 
routes. Here, SimRunner is used to automatically optimize bus routes, bus start times, and 
bus scheduled travel times when extra buses are added to scenarios 1-8 from Experiment 
3A.  For scenarios 1-6, two extra buses are added to the existing fleet of six buses, where 
one existing bus is assigned to each route. For scenarios 7-8, one extra bus is added to the 
existing fleet of six buses, where one existing bus is assigned to each route.  
Table 16 shows the performance of different route assignments for the two extra 
buses that are added to scenarios 1-6. In scenario 1 (4), the best routes that the two extra 
buses should be assigned to are routes 1 and 4 because the time in the system of an average 
passenger is the lowest in this case. In these scenarios, passengers who want to go to or 
from stop 1 have a high arrival rate, so it makes sense to have more buses operating on the 
two routes that serve stop 1: routes 1 and 4. Similar results are obtained in scenarios 2, 3, 
and 6. However, the results for scenario 5 do not agree with scenario 2 due to the random 
numbers that were generated in ProModel. Indeed, in this case we would expect that 
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average passenger time in the system would be minimized by assigning the extra two buses 
to routes 1 and 5. However, the results show a slightly lower average passenger time in 
system when the extra buses are assigned to routes 1 and 4. Overall, the results agree with 
our intuition that, in each scenario, the extra buses should be assigned to serve routes that 
handle passenger types that have a higher arrival rate into the system. Note that in scenarios 
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, SimRunner does not even generate a feasible solution in which both extra 
buses are assigned to route 3. 
Table 16. Results for Experiment 3B when two extra buses are added to the existing fleet of six buses 
in scenario 1-6. 
Extra Buses 
Assigned to 
Routes… 
Passenger Average Time in System (min) 
Scenario 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 and 1 25.9 25.8 25.9 26.0 25.0 25.9 
1 and 2 25.8 25.6 25.4 26.6 25.1 25.5 
1 and 3 25.6 25.7 26.1 25.7 25.3 25.5 
1 and 4 24.7 24.0 25.1 24.8 24.4 25.6 
1 and 5 28.0 23.6 24.3 25.4 24.8 24.3 
1 and 6 27.7 24.3 25.1 26.0 24.5 24.9 
2 and 2 26.8 26.4 25.3 27.6 26.4 24.8 
2 and 3 27.5 27.0 24.6 26.9 26.9 25.4 
2 and 4 26.6 27.2 24.2 25.8 25.7 24.2 
2 and 5 28.8 24.9 23.6 26.7 25.4 23.5 
2 and 6 27.5 26.1 24.3 27.6 25.7 24.2 
3 and 3 - - - - - 28.1 
3 and 4 27.6 28.0 25.4 27.7 28.7 25.3 
3 and 5 27.9 26.7 24.5 27.0 26.3 24.2 
3 and 6 28.7 27.8 25.3 27.2 27.8 24.9 
4 and 4 27.5 27.0 27.8 27.7 27.2 26.5 
4 and 5 27.9 27.2 - 28.1 27.1 26.5 
4 and 6 28.0 28.0 25.7 28.4 28.0 27.5 
5 and 5 30.3 28.9 28.2 30.0 27.2 26.7 
5 and 6 29.0 27.5 27.0 28.8 27.5 24.4 
6 and 6 29.8 29.5 28.1 29.8 29.5 25.5 
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Table 17 shows the performance of different route assignments for the one extra 
bus that is added to scenario 7-8. Since passengers who want to travel on route 1 (2) have 
a really high arrival rate in scenario 7(8), the results show that the extra bus should be 
assigned to route 1 (2) in these scenarios respectively. These results make sense and agree 
with intuition. Indeed, if everything else is equal, extra bus should be assigned to the route 
that serves the highest number of passengers.   
Table 17. Results for Experiment 3B when one extra bus is added to the existing fleet of six buses in 
scenario 7-8. 
Extra Bus 
Assigned 
to 
Routes… 
Passenger Average Time in System (min) 
Scenario 
7 8 
1 23.5 25.0 
2 25.0 23.3 
3 24.4 24.7 
4 26.5 26.3 
5 26.3 26.1 
        6 27.0 26.9 
 
Table 18 and Table 19 show the near-optimal solutions found by SimRunner for 
each scenario given above. For example, Table 18A shows how the two extra buses should 
be scheduled in order to achieve the value of 24.7 for the average passenger time in system 
shown in Table 16 for scenario 1. The first extra bus (bus 7) should be assigned to route 4; 
should depart its terminal at minute 8, and should have scheduled travel time of 5, 6, 9, and 
7 minutes along links 1, 2, 3, and 4 in its route respectively. Similarly, the second extra bus 
(bus 8) should be assigned to route 1; should depart its terminal at minute 4; and should 
have scheduled travel time of 9, 6, 9, and 5 minutes along its links 1, 2, 3, and 4 in its route 
respectively. 
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Table 18. The best solutions found by SimRunner for scenarios 1-6 in Experiment 3B. 
 
Table 18A. SimRunner results for Experiment 3B scenario 1 
 
Bus
1 
Bus
2 
Bus
3 
Bus
4 
Bus
5 
Bus
6 
Bus
7 
Bus
8 
Routeb       4 1 
StartTimeb  11 13 11 3 1 8 4 
SchedTravelTimeb1 5 6 8 7 5 5 5 9 
SchedTravelTimeb2 8 5 5 6 5 5 6 6 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 6 5 7 6 5 9 9 
SchedTravelTimeb4 8 6 5 6 5 5 7 5 
Table 18B. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 2 
 
Bus
1 
Bus
2 
Bus
3 
Bus
4 
Bus
5 
Bus
6 
Bus
7 
Bus
8 
Routeb       5 1 
StartTimeb  16 17 12 5 0 23 15 
SchedTravelTimeb1 5 6 5 6 7 5 9 8 
SchedTravelTimeb2 9 5 5 6 7 5 5 8 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 8 5 5 5 9 6 7 
SchedTravelTimeb4 5 5 5 7 5 5 7 5 
Table 18C. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 3 
 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus7 Bus8 
Routeb       5 2 
StartTimeb  15 23 0 1 11 1 9 
SchedTravelTimeb1 5 6 6 6 9 6 6 6 
SchedTravelTimeb2 6 7 6 6 6 5 6 7 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 5 6 5 5 6 7 7 
SchedTravelTimeb4 7 8 5 6 5 6 5 6 
Table 18D. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 4 
 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus7 Bus8 
Routeb       4 1 
StartTimeb  0 17 0 0 10 23 10 
SchedTravelTimeb1 7 5 5 6 6 5 5 8 
SchedTravelTimeb2 7 6 5 7 5 5 5 8 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 5 5 6 5 5 5 9 
SchedTravelTimeb4 6 5 5 6 5 6 6 8 
 
Table 18E. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 5 
 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus7 Bus8 
Routeb       4 1 
StartTimeb  1 6 14 7 1 3 20 
SchedTravelTimeb1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 9 
SchedTravelTimeb2 9 5 5 5 6 5 5 8 
SchedTravelTimeb3 7 5 6 8 5 7 8 5 
SchedTravelTimeb4 5 5 5 8 7 5 8 6 
 
Table 18F. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 6 
 Bus1 Bus2 Bus3 Bus4 Bus5 Bus6 Bus7 Bus8 
Routeb       5 2 
StartTimeb  5 22 21 23 9 17 9 
SchedTravelTimeb1 6 5 5 5 8 6 9 5 
SchedTravelTimeb2 6 9 6 5 7 5 7 8 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 5 7 8 5 6 8 6 
SchedTravelTimeb4 5 5 5 8 7 5 8 6 
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Table 19. The best solutions found by SimRunner for scenarios 7 and 8 in Experiment 3B. 
 
 
Table 19A. SimRunner results for Experiment 3B scenario 7 
 
Bus
1 
Bus
2 
Bus
3 
Bus
4 
Bus
5 
Bus
6 
Bus
7 
Routeb 
1.  
     1 
StartTimeb  1 14 0 6 12 1 
SchedTravelTimeb1 5 5 7 5 5 5 9 
SchedTravelTimeb2 5 5 5 5 5 5 7 
SchedTravelTimeb3 7 7 5 5 6 5 5 
SchedTravelTimeb4 9 5 5 7 5 5 5 
Table 19B. SimRunner Results for Experiment 3B scenario 8 
 
Bus
1 
Bus
2 
Bus
3 
Bus
4 
Bus
5 
Bus
6 
Bus
7 
Routeb       2 
StartTimeb  4 23 18 10 7 11 
SchedTravelTimeb1 6 6 6 5 6 6 6 
SchedTravelTimeb2 6 8 6 5 5 6 6 
SchedTravelTimeb3 5 8 6 6 7 6 9 
SchedTravelTimeb4 6 5 5 7 5 5 5 
 
4.4. Experiment 4  
In this experiment, we investigate the impact of adding extra buses to an existing 
system in an organized fashion. We use the default model which has six buses operating – 
one bus per route – on layout A. Then extra buses are added to the system with 
predetermined bus routes and schedules according to schedule 1 in table 10. Extra buses 
will be added to the system one bus at a time. For example the first extra bus will be 
assigned to route 1, the second extra bus will be assigned to route 2, and the third extra bus 
will be assigned to route 3. A total of six extra buses will be added. Figure 9 shows the 
results from adding extra buses into the system. As the figure shows, passenger average 
time in system decreases linearly. In other words performance improves linearly as extra 
buses are added to the system. The results show that it is worthwhile to add additional buses 
in to the system for better performance. 
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Figure 9. Results for Experiment 4 
4.5. Experiment 5  
Experiment 5 demonstrates the model’s ability to tackle a more complicated 
situation. This experiment considers layout F. We assume there are 14 buses total in the 
system – six buses with their routes fixed and eight extra buses. SimRunner is used to 
automatically find a near-optimal solution by determining routes and start times for the 
eight extra buses in the system. The passenger demand for transportation is randomly 
determined. In particularly, the inter-arrival time for each passenger type is randomly 
selected as either E(5) or E(20). All buses spend 0 seconds unloading and loading 
passengers at every stop. The first six buses have default scheduled bus travel time decision 
variable domains as shown in Table 6. All eight extra buses are assigned to have decision 
variable domains of 0-39 for StartTimeb and 4-14 for SchedTravTimebl.  
 A total of 3253 scenarios were generated by SimRunner prior to termination of its 
simulation optimization routine. Table 20 shows the general results for 15 of these 
scenarios including the best scenario. This table shows the routes assigned to the eight extra 
Number of buses 
operating on 
route 1,2,3,4,5,6 
Passenger 
Avg. Time 
in System 
(min) 
1,1,1,1,1,1 26.74 
2,1,1,1,1,1 25.47 
2,2,1,1,1,1 24.46 
2,2,2,1,1,1 23.39 
2,2,2,2,1,1 22.34 
2,2,2,2,2,1 21.32 
2,2,2,2,2,2 20.33 
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buses and the corresponding passenger average time in the system in order from the lowest 
to the highest. Scenario 1 is the best performing scenario that SimRunner found. The best 
scenario is to assign 1, 2, 1, 1, 1, and 2 of the extra buses to bus routes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 
respectively. The worst assignment is to assign all the eight extra buses to route 6. Table 
21 shows the detailed solution corresponding to scenario 1 in Table 20. In this solution, the 
eight extra buses – buses 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 – are assigned to routes 6, 6, 3, 5, 
4, 2, 1, and 2, respectively.  
Table 20. Result for the best scenario (shaded) and 14 additional scenarios in Experiment 5. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Scenario 
Number of extra buses 
assigned to route 
1,2,3,4,5,6 
Passenger Avg. 
Time in System 
(min) 
1 1,2,1,1,1,2 29.1 
2 1,1,1,2,1,2 29.5 
3 2,1,1,1,1,2 29.5 
4 1,1,2,1,1,2 29.7 
5 1,1,1,1,2,2 29.8 
6 2,0,2,1,2,1 31.0 
7 1,1,1,3,2,0 32.6 
8 0,1,0,3,0,4 33.2 
9 2,0,1,0,2,3 33.5 
10 1,0,0,4,1,2 34.4 
11 2,2,4,0,0,0 35.3 
12 0,0,0,8,0,0 36.9 
13 8,0,0,0,0,0 37.1 
14 0,0,0,0,8,0 40.1 
15 0,0,0,0,0,8 41.9 
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Table 21. Optimal solution from SimRunner results for Experiment 5 
 
   
 
 
  
 
Bus
1 
Bus
2 
Bus
3 
Bus
4 
Bus
5 
Bus
6 
Bus
7 
Bus
8 
Bus
9 
Bus
10 
Bus
11 
Bus
12 
Bus
13 
Bus
14 
Routeb       6 6 3 5 4 2 1 2 
StartTimeb  1 3 7 1 3 14 37 38 4 27 27 1 38 
SchedTravelTimeb1 9 5 9 7 10 10 10 5 13 8 10 5 8 4 
SchedTravelTimeb2 9 5 10 10 8 8 12 12 13 13 14 13 5 5 
SchedTravelTimeb3 10 5 13 12 11 6 11 4 14 4 9 14 10 8 
SchedTravelTimeb4 11 7 10 6 10 12 4 4 4 5 13 4 4 6 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
In thesis, a new and unique discrete event simulation model was presented that 
simulates a bus transit system considering stochastic passenger demand and stochastic bus 
travel time. The model allows passengers to transfer between bus routes at any bus stop.  
In addition, the passenger inter-arrival time distribution for each origin-destination pair can 
be generated with a wide range of possibilities to simulate real-world uncertainty in the 
demand for transportation. The model shows how different values for the decision variables 
– the route assigned to each bus and the timetable for each bus – affect various performance 
measures. 
The experiments in this thesis were designed including the time an average 
passenger spends in the system to investigate many aspects of bus transit systems such as 
the importance of bus scheduling, how the system layout affects system performance, and 
how changes in passenger arrival rates and/or the number of buses affect the performance. 
In some experiments, values of decision variables are automatically decided by a 
simulation optimization method that searches for the bus schedules best outputs that are 
near optimal. 
Although there are some limitations in this small scale modeling, the model could 
potentially be applicable to a real mass transit system with more research and development. 
If the model could be extended to handle real world data, it could solve much larger scale 
problems and even be used to make a bus schedule for a real-world bus transit system. In 
order for this simple model to be applicable in larger scope, some extensions will need to 
be included. First, the model only has nine bus stops and six bus routes which is really 
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small compared to an actual bus transit system. Also, six layouts imitating real-world 
possibilities for bus stop placement are considered in the experiments. Hence, the basic 
model in this thesis could be expanded so it applies to an existing bus transit system with 
many bus stops, many bus routes, and more complexity. Also, we assumed that passengers 
transfer from one bus stop to another just one time, but in reality, passengers might have 
to transfer more than one time to get to their destination. The model could be extended to 
account for more than one transfer for passengers to make it more realistic. Finally, two 
more performance measures could be considered, both of which would be minimized: (1) 
the ratio of actual time in system versus theoretical minimum possible time in system for 
the average passenger and (2) the maximum such ratio among all passenger types. 
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